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Executive Summary
In January 2016, the NoRTEC Workforce Development Board began the process of creating a regional
vision and workforce strategy that would guide not only its WIOA implementation, but also a much
broader regional collaboration among numerous partners across the 11-county region – Butte, Del Norte,
Lassen, Modoc, Nevada, Plumas, Sierra, Shasta, Siskiyou, Tehama, and Trinity. The region covers a vast
geographical area, with diverse landscapes and economies, each with unique strengths and needs.
Through an extensive engagement process, stakeholders identified common opportunities and challenges
across county lines and municipal borders. Together, agencies and organizations will promote a workforce
development network that will strengthen communities across the entire region through collaborative
efforts to serve businesses, support job seekers, and engage partners in a shared vision for success and
opportunity.
Through extensive information gathering and stakeholder engagement, including data analysis, asset
inventory, business surveys, county input sessions, and strategic planning sessions, the Board’s vision and
four strategic, regional goals were identified to accelerate workforce development efforts.

VISION
Partners combining their diverse strengths to support healthy and
thriving communities.

GOALS
Goal 1: Increase connections with employers to understand current and emerging business needs
and increase awareness of the services that are available to businesses.
Goal 2: Implement career pathway strategies to fulfill the employment needs of the region.
Goal 3: Promote open communication among local and regional workforce partners to create a
shared vision and regional strategy.
Goal 4: Increase awareness of NoRTEC activities, fostering regional awareness and partnerships.

The enclosed Regional and Local WIOA plans represent one step toward realizing this vision and achieving
these goals. NoRTEC and its partners have already begun and will continue to promote collaborative
efforts among our organizations and communities. We look forward to capturing the momentum and
enthusiasm from the strategic planning process to better our ability to meet the needs of businesses and
jobseekers, and promote the economic growth of our region.
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Regional Plan
This regional plan is being submitted on behalf of the North State
Regional Planning Unit. This RPU consists of one local board – the
Northern Rural Training and Employment Consortium (NoRTEC) –
which serves the 11-county region of Butte, Del Norte, Lassen,
Modoc, Nevada, Plumas, Sierra, Shasta, Siskiyou, Tehama, and Trinity
Counties.

Regional Partners
NoRTEC began a planning process in early 2016 to gather input and
engagement from as many regional partners and stakeholders as
possible. Partners, businesses, and community members were
invited to participate in input sessions, which were held in each
county in May. Nearly 300 businesses were also surveyed about their
workforce needs.
Partners engaged in this planning process include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

450 Business and Industry Representatives
Department of Rehabilitation
Community College Regional Consortia Partners: Butte College, Feather River College, Lassen
College, Shasta College, and College of the Siskiyous
Adult Education Block Grant Regional Consortia Partners: Siskiyou, Shasta-Tehama-Trinity, Feather
River, Lassen/Butte-Glenn, North Coast
Economic Development Agencies: Northeastern California SBDC (CSU-Chico – Sacramento District),
NEC SBDC at JEDI, NECSBDC at Shasta-Cascade, Northeastern SBDC at Butte College, north Coast
SBDC Crescent City
County Offices of Education: All 11 Counties; COE that will provide Technical Assistance (Butte)
K-12 Education
Career and Technical Education

Lists of attendees of the county input sessions can be found in Attachment B. In addition to the county
input sessions and survey, partners from across the system participated in the WDB’s planning sessions,
which included extensive conversations about the needs of the region and its local communities and the
vision, goals, and strategies that will address those needs. Each of the partners listed above was also
involved in the process of creating the region’s Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), found in
Attachment C.

Regional Economic and Background Analysis
A full Regional Labor Market Profile and Industry Sector Analysis was completed throughout 2016 to
provide a comprehensive analysis of the regional economy and workforce. This analysis was a key piece of
background information used by the WDB to identify its strategic priorities for this plan. The full report can
be found on NoRTEC’s website at http://www.ncen.org/index.php/our-region/about-our-region.
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Analysis of Economic Conditions
Existing and Emerging In-Demand Industry Sectors
NoRTEC regional industry sectors with highest employment are Government (57,866, 21.7%); Health Care
(45,356, 17.0%); Retail Trade (31,450, 11.8%); and Accommodation and Food Services (22,346, 8.4%).1 The
Government sector declined over the past five years, while Health Care has grown significantly. Other
growing sectors include Accommodation and Food Services; Administrative and Support Services;
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services (includes IT); and Crop and Animal Production (Agriculture).

NoRTEC Region Jobs by 2-digit Industry Sector
Government
Health Care and Social Assistance
Retail Trade
Accommodation and Food Services
Construction
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Manufacturing
Administrative and Support Services
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Crop and Animal Production
Finance and Insurance
Transportation and Warehousing
Wholesale Trade
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
Educational Services
Information
Utilities
Management of Companies and Enterprises
Unclassified Industry
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction

21.7%
17.0%
11.8%
8.4%
6.1%
5.5%
4.6%
4.3%
4.0%
3.7%
2.1%
1.9%
1.9%
1.7%
1.7%
1.3%
1.1%
0.5%
0.4%
0.3%
0.1%
2015

2010

2005

Healthcare significantly outpaced other industries in historical employment growth from 2010 to 2015,
adding over 9,000 new jobs and contributing over 80 percent of the region’s net-new job growth. Distantly
following Healthcare were Administrative and Support Services and Accommodation and Food Services.
Of the top 10 largest industry groups,2 two within the Government Sector – Education and Hospitals, and
Local Government – employ the most people but both showed a decline in employment over the last five
years. They are projected to add about 1,000 jobs combined by 2020. Individual and Family Services and
Restaurants and Other Eating Places added the most jobs from 2010 to 2015. Among the top 10 industry
groups, the highest projected number of added jobs is in Individual and Family Services, followed by
Restaurants and Other Eating Places.

1
2

These industries are by 2-digit NAICS code. EMSI Analyst 2015.
These industries are by 4-digit NAICS code.
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Industry

2015 Jobs

’10-’15 Change

Forecasted ’15-’20
Change

Education and Hospitals (Local Government)

22,073

(825)

(4%)

465

2%

Local Government, Excluding Education and
Hospitals

18,221

(75)

(0%)

473

3%

Restaurants and Other Eating Places

17,890

2,152

14%

864

5%

Individual and Family Services

11,994

8,582

252%

3,758

31%

General Medical and Surgical Hospitals

10,485

764

8%

684

7%

State Government, Excluding Education and
Hospitals

7,022

(192)

(3%)

(6)

(0%)

Federal Government, Civilian

6,167

(720)

(10%)

(129)

(2%)

Grocery Stores

5,741

(73)

(1%)

79

1%

Crop Production

5,271

569

12%

97

2%

Services to Buildings and Dwellings

5,016

698

16%

267

5%

Through an analysis of this data and others presented in the Regional Labor Market Profile and Industry
Sector Analysis, the NoRTEC WDB identified five primary sectors as key for the regional economy in the
coming years – Healthcare; Manufacturing; Information Technology (IT); Agriculture; and Tourism. Each of
these sectors is examined further in the full report on NoRTEC’s website.

Existing and Emerging In-Demand Occupations
The region’s top occupation groups3 by total number of jobs include:
•
•
•
•
•

Office and Administrative Support (38,463 jobs)
Sales and Related (26,955 jobs)
Food Preparation and Serving Related (23,016 jobs)
Education, Training, and Library (19,111 jobs)
Healthcare Practitioners and Technical (16,033 jobs)

Median hourly earnings at this broad level of occupational classification range from $11.14/hour for Food
Preparation and Serving Occupations to $40.10/hour for Healthcare Practitioners and Technical
Occupations.
The following table displays the top 10 occupations by total employment.4 Median hourly earnings for these
occupations range from $10.48 for Fast Food and Counter Workers to $38.72 for Registered Nurses. Of the
top 10 occupations, only three provide median hourly earnings above $15 per hour, which is reflected in
the relatively low median household income data for the region.
The greatest degree of growth from 2010 to 2015 was among Personal Care Aides (+1,587, +59%); Fast
Food and Counter Workers (+942, +15%); Registered Nurses (+586, +11%); and Cooks (+555, +12%). It
should be noted that all but two of the top 10 occupations have experienced growth in the last five years.

3

Includes 23 major occupational groups at the 2-digic Standard Occupation Classification (SOC) code level

4

Occupations are by 4-digit SOC code, called the “broad occupation” level.
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All but one of these occupations (Driver/Sales Workers, Truck Drivers) are projected to remain stable or
grow in the next five years.
Occupation
Cashiers
Retail Salespersons
Fast Food and Counter Workers
Secretaries / Admin. Assistants
Building Cleaning Workers
Registered Nurses
Office Clerks, General
Laborers and Material Movers, Hand
Driver/Sales Workers, Truck Drivers
Cooks

2015 Emp.
8,043
7,471
7,182
7,130
7,079
6,012
5,799
5,255
5,217
5,062

Change,
2010-2015
333
184
942
549
(1,001)
586
540
470
(386)
555

4%
3%
15%
8%
(12%)
11%
10%
10%
(7%)
12%

Projected
Change,
2015-2020
151
2%
326
4%
622
9%
302
4%
325
5%
428
7%
116
2%
143
3%
(51) (1%)
224
4%

Annual
Openings
455
349
503
255
374
271
276
305
209
243

Median
Hourly
Earnings
$11.56
$12.57
$10.48
$17.18
$12.28
$38.72
$14.90
$13.78
$17.94
$11.40

By analyzing those occupations with the highest projected growth from 2015 to 2020, 35 high demand jobs
were identified. A full listing of these occupations and associated wages, annual openings, key sectors, and
education and training levels can be found in the full report on NoRTEC’s website. These occupations
include:
• Registered Nurses
• Postsecondary Teachers
• Social and Community Service
Managers
• Management Analysts
• Elementary School Teachers,
Except Special Education
• Sales Representatives, Wholesale
and Manufacturing, Except
Technical and Scientific Products
• Market Research Analysts and
Marketing Specialists
• Licensed Practical and Licensed
Vocational Nurses
• First-Line Supervisors of Office
and Administrative Support
Workers

• Sales Representatives, Services,
All Other
• Computer User Support
Specialists Bookkeeping,
Accounting, and Auditing Clerks
• Maintenance and Repair
Workers, General
• Customer Service
Representatives
• Medical Secretaries
• Secretaries and Administrative
Assistants, Except Legal, Medical,
and Executive
• Office Clerks, General
• First-Line Supervisors of Food
Preparation and Serving Workers
• Laborers and Freight, Stock, and
Material Movers, Hand

• Cooks, Institution and Cafeteria
Social and Human Service
Assistants
• Janitors and Cleaners, Except
Maids and Housekeeping
Cleaners Recreation Workers
• Teacher Assistants
• Stock Clerks and Order Fillers
• Landscaping and Groundskeeping
Workers
• Retail Salespersons
• Cashiers
• Cooks, Restaurant
• Home Health Aides
• Combined Food Preparation and
Serving Workers, Including Fast
Food
• Personal Care Aides

Employment Needs of Employers in Existing and Emerging In-demand Sectors and Occupations
Though they do not give the full picture of employer demand, job posting analytics5 present some insights
into the stated in-demand skills of those employers who post their open positions online. Job postings
5

Job postings are collected from various sources and processed/enriched by Careerbuilder to provide information such as
standardized company name, occupation, skills, and geography. Emsi performs additional filtering and processing to improve
compatibility with Emsi data. The number of postings listed represent unique postings. Unique postings are job postings where
duplicate postings have been removed.
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analytics from Emsi of the top 35 in demand occupations show that nearly three-fourths (73%) of job
postings for high-demand occupations in August 2016 were in Shasta, Butte, and Nevada Counties.
County Name
Shasta County, CA
Butte County, CA
Nevada County, CA
Tehama County, CA
Siskiyou County, CA
Plumas County, CA

August 2016
Unique Postings
1,305
1,174
552
278
207
186

County Name
Lassen County, CA
Del Norte County, CA
Modoc County, CA
Trinity County, CA
Sierra County, CA

August 2016
Unique Postings
165
127
78
51
23

The vast majority of job postings over the past year were for Registered Nurses, followed by Retail
Salespersons, Cashiers, Customer Service Representatives, and Stock Clerks and Order Fillers.
The following tables show the top occupations by both employment and growth within each of the five key
industry sectors that were identified through the industry analysis.

Healthcare
Top 5 Occupations by Employment
• Registered Nurses
• Personal Care Aides
• Nursing, Psychiatric, and Home Health Aides
• Miscellaneous Healthcare Support
Occupations
• Secretaries and Administrative Assistants

Top 5 Occupations by Growth
• Personal Care Aides
• Home Health Aides
• Registered Nurses
• Nursing Assistants
•
Social and Human Service Assistants

Manufacturing
Top 5 Occupations by Employment
• Laborers and Material Movers, Hand
• Miscellaneous Assemblers and Fabricators
• Woodworking Machine Setters, Operators,
and Tenders
• Miscellaneous Production Workers
•
Driver/Sales Workers and Truck Drivers

Top 5 Occupations by Growth
• Bakers
• Sewing Machine Operators
• Welders, Cutters, Solderers, and Brazers
• Food Batchmakers
•
Meat, Poultry, and Fish Cutters and Trimmers

Agriculture
Top 5 Occupations by Employment
• Miscellaneous Agricultural Workers
• Farmers, Ranchers, and Other Agricultural
Managers
• Logging Workers
• First-Line Supervisors of Farming, Fishing, and
Forestry Workers
•
Driver/Sales Workers and Truck Drivers

Top 5 Occupations by Growth
• Fishers and Related Fishing Workers
• Farmworkers, Farm, Ranch, and Aquacultural
Animals
• Agricultural Equipment Operators
• Hunters and Trappers
•
Packaging and Filling Machine Operators and
Tenders
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Tourism
Top 5 Occupations by Employment
•
•
•
•
•

Fast Food and Counter Workers
Cooks
Waiters and Waitresses
Supervisors of Food Preparation and Serving
Workers
Building Cleaning Workers

Top 5 Occupations by Growth
• Combined Food Preparation and Serving
Workers, Including Fast Food
• Cooks, Restaurant
• First-Line Supervisors of Food Preparation
and Serving Workers
• Waiters and Waitresses
•
Bartenders

Information Technology
Top 5 Occupations by Employment
•
•
•
•
•

Top 5 Occupations by Growth
• Software Developers, Applications
• Computer User Support Specialists
• Software Developers, Systems Software
• Computer Systems Analysts
•
Computer Programmers

Software Developers and Programmers
Computer Support Specialists
Computer and Information Analysts
Database and Systems Administrators and
Network Architects
General and Operations Managers

Analysis of Knowledge and Skill Needs
One of NoRTEC’s primary methods of identifying the knowledge and skill needs of employers is through
Industry Sector Partnerships. NoRTEC has identified priority sectors and will use these to start new and
continue current efforts to identify key
occupations and skill sets needed in the
Educational Attainment Required for Highregional workforce.
Demand Jobs
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) analysis of minimum
education and training requirements,6 about
half (52%) of the region’s high-demand jobs7
require less than a high school diploma or
equivalent. Additionally, almost three
quarters of these jobs (72%) require some
type of training, which is typically on-the-job
training. NoRTEC’s residents are well suited
to middle skill jobs that require between a
high school diploma (or equivalent) and an
Associate’s degree.

3%
Less Than High School

6%

High School or Equivalent

10%

2%

Associate's Degree

5%
52%
22%

Doctoral or Professional
Degree
Bachelor's Degree
Postsecondary Non-Degree
Some College No Degree

6

Individual employers may require more education than BLS analysis suggests is required. For example, some employers may
require high school completion even for jobs that BLS suggests could be performed with less education.
7 A total of 35 occupations with the highest projected job growth from 2015 are included in this analysis. These occupations are
with 5 digit SOC code. EMSI Analyst 2016.1
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Based on job postings for the top 35 high demand occupations, the top required hard skills 8 most listed
include: Customer Service; Sales; Training; Nursing; and Management. The top required soft skills9 listed
include: Scheduling (Project Management), followed by Leadership, Leading, Learning, Cleanliness,
Listening, and Coordinating.

Top 10 Hard Skills

Postings

Top 10 Soft Skills

Postings

Customer Service
Sales
Training
Nursing
Management
Retailing
Health Care
Recruitment
Communications
Insurance

9,742
9,092
8,952
8,521
7,809
7,313
7,125
5,294
5,202
5,107

Scheduling (Project Management)
Leadership
Leading
Learning
Cleanliness
Listening
Coordinating
Ethics
Mental Health
Cooperation

7,198
2,249
1,793
1,635
1,627
1,330
1,306
592
485
357

The following tables show the top five hard and soft skills most desired by employers from the five identified
priority industries based on job postings.

Healthcare
Top 5 Hard Skills

Postings

Nursing
Health Care
Hospitalization
Critical Care
Insurance

8,397
5,967
4,731
4,041
3,564

Top 5 Soft Skills
Scheduling (Project Management)
Leadership
Coordinating
Leading
Mental Health

Postings
2,952
958
904
673
510

Manufacturing
Top 5 Hard Skills

Postings

Sales
Customer Service
Retailing
Merchandising
Management
Training

9,009
7,985
7,594
5,477
5,078
4,340

Top 5 Soft Skills
Scheduling (Project Management)
Leadership
Leading
Learning
Listening
Cleanliness

Postings
3,555
1,723
1,209
640
615
533

8

Source: Emsi. Hard skills tend to be more well-defined and specific than soft skills, and are often highly technical,
subject-matter specific, or acquired through on-the-job training.
9
Source Emsi. Soft skills differ from hard skills in that they include broad, basic competencies that include character
traits such as ethics, assertiveness, or positive attitude; general cognitive or physical abilities like critical thinking,
creativity, problem-solving, fine motor skills, and basic literacy; and basic interpersonal skills such as leadership,
cooperation, diversity awareness, and persuasion.
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Agriculture
Top 5 Hard Skills

Postings

Customer Service
Sales
Training
Management
Retailing

2,156
1,927
1,472
1,095
789

Top 5 Soft Skills

Postings

Scheduling (Project Management)
Leadership
Leading
Listening
Learning

849
255
211
175
130

Tourism
Top 5 Hard Skills
Restaurant Operation
Cleaning
Training
Customer Service
Management

Postings
3,129
3,105
3,020
2,381
2,211

Top 5 Soft Skills

Postings

Cleanliness
Scheduling (Project Management)
Learning
Leadership
Listening

1,818
1,648
930
717
511

Information Technology
Top 5 Hard Skills

Postings

Management
Customer Service
Sales
Training
Communications

2,753
2,473
2,307
1,914
1,788

Top 5 Soft Skills

Postings

Scheduling (Project Management)
Leadership
Leading
Listening
Coordinating

1,519
728
465
419
382

Analysis of the Regional Workforce
Labor Force
In January 2016, the NoRTEC region’s labor force included more than 300,000 workers. Of these, 282,516
were employed and 23,691 were unemployed. Over the last 20 years, employment in the region was at its
highest in October 2006 and lowest in January 1996. As of January 2016, the unemployment rate was 9.1%,
higher than the unemployment rate of California (5.8%) and the United States (4.9%).
The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports a precipitous
decrease in unemployment in the region between
2010 and 2015. Over the period analyzed, the
unemployment rate struck its peak in 2010 at 14.6%,
and dipped to its lowest rate in 2006 at 6.4%. The
unemployment rate for the state of California
followed a similar trend as the region between 2010
and 2015, though the story is consistently more
positive, as the state’s rate is consistently 1.5 to 2
percentage points lower than the region. For
California, the unemployment rate also hit its highest
mark in 2010 (12.2%) and its lowest mark in 2006
(4.9%).

NoRTEC Region & California
Unemployment Rates
2005-2015 Annual Average
20.0%

14.6%

15.0%
10.0% 6.9%
5.0%

7.4%

12.2%

6.2%

5.4%

0.0%

NoRTEC Region

California
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Labor force participation rate is sensitive to demographic change because the participation rates vary
across age, gender, and race. In 2015, the national labor force participation rate for those 55-years-andolder was 39.9%, compared with a labor force participation rate of 80.7% for those between 25 and 54.
Workers in older age brackets and those in retirement age, compose a considerable proportion of the
region’s population. The older worker population (55 years and older) in the region is estimated to be
122,177 in 2015.10 A large number of these older workers are expected to retire in the next ten years.
The aging population within the region is contributing to the overall labor force participation rate. Out of a
population of around 584,000 for those sixteen and older, approximately 310,000 or 53% are participating
in the labor force. By contrast, the participation rates for both California and the United States are 10%
higher. Within the NoRTEC region the county with the highest labor force participation rate is Nevada
County (56.6%), while the county with the lowest rate is Lassen County (37.8%).
Butte
Del Norte
Lassen
Modoc
Nevada
Plumas
Shasta

Labor Force Participation Rate
56.0%
Sierra
43.7%
Siskiyou
37.8%
Tehama
52.6%
Trinity
56.6%
NoRTEC
53.4%
California
53.6%
United States

50.2%
52.3%
54.1%
46.9%
53.4%
63.9%
63.8%

Educational Attainment
The NoRTEC region slightly outperforms the state and nation in terms of portion of the population with at
least some postsecondary education. Nearly 62% of adults in the NoRTEC region have some college or an
associate’s, bachelor, or graduate degree, compared to 59.7% of California’s adults and 57.5% nationwide.
The NoRTEC region also significantly outperforms the state and the nation in portion of adults who have at
least completed high school; more than 86% of NoRTEC adults have a high school diploma or equivalent or
greater, compared to 80.7% statewide and 85.6% nationally.
Although employers in the NoRTEC region report difficulty finding qualified workers to fill open positions –
conditions these researchers do not contest – the region is actually home to a significantly greater portion
of adults who have started a postsecondary program or completed an associate’s degree (40.2%) than the
state (29.5%) or the nation (28.8%). In other words, compared to the state and the nation, the NoRTEC
region should be relatively more competitive for jobs that require between high school and an Associate’s
degree.
These circumstances may also mean the NoRTEC region has significant opportunity to upskill workers. More
than 30% of adults have some college but no degree, which is a far greater portion than in any other
comparison geography. Some of these adults may have earned a short-term credential, but it is likely that
many others are not fully benefiting from the education they have already obtained.

10

The older worker population (55 years and older) in the region is estimated by multiplying the population of this age group by
the corresponding labor force participation rate.
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5.1%

2015
Percent
California
11.2%

2015
Percent
US
6.6%

41,563

8.4%

8.2%

7.7%

High School or Equiv.

123,442

24.9%

21.0%

28.1%

Some College, No Degree11

150,907

30.5%

21.7%

21.0%

Associate's Degree

48,136

9.7%

7.8%

7.8%

Bachelor's Degree

70,431

14.2%

19.3%

18.0%

Graduate Degree and Higher

35,567

7.2%

10.9%

10.7%

2015
Population

2015
Percent

Less Than 9th Grade

25,107

9th Grade to 12th Grade

Education Level

Individuals with Barriers to Employment12
Low-Income Individuals
In much of the NoRTEC region, the
poverty rate is higher than the
state of California (16.4%) and
national (14.8%) rates. Del Norte
County has the highest rate in the
region at 22.4%, while Nevada
County has the lowest rate at
11.4%.

Butte
Del Norte
Lassen
Modoc
Nevada
Plumas
Shasta

Poverty Rate
21.9%
Sierra
22.4%
Siskiyou
19.4%
Tehama
20.2%
Trinity
11.4%
California
14.0%
United States
14.7%

13.8%
21.1%
18.2%
19.9%
16.4%
14.8%

Indians, Alaska Natives, and Native Hawaiians
In the NoRTEC region, there are estimated over 14,400 American Indian and Alaska Native residents, and
more than 1,600 Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander residents. Out of all the counties in the NoRTEC
region, Shasta County has the highest number of American Indian and Alaska Natives at 4,214 individuals,
followed by Butte (2,667), Tehama (1,540) and Del Norte (1,407) Counties. Butte County has the highest
number of Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islanders with 370, followed by Shasta (326), Siskiyou (233),
and Lassen (232) Counties.

Individuals with Disabilities
There are nearly 123,000 individuals with disabilities of all ages living in the NoRTEC region. The breakdown
of these individuals by age and county is found in the table below.

11
12

Includes individuals who have earned a postsecondary credential of less than an associate’s degree.
Data from U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, unless otherwise noted.
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County
Butte
Del Norte
Lassen
Modoc
Nevada
Plumas
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Tehama
Trinity
NoRTEC

Under 5
years
195
5
27
5
186
25
116
7
15
47
0
628

5 to 17
years
2,634
293
248
32
386
247
1,713
0
498
709
98
6,858

18 to 34
years
4,688
592
440
115
923
558
3,309
0
891
1,432
236
13,184

35 to 64
years
16,076
2508
1,921
690
5,443
1,622
14,097
263
3,785
5,339
1,418
53,162

65 to 74
years
5,963
956
557
468
2,833
749
5,515
89
1,521
1,978
634
21,263

75 years
and over
8,152
1,018
856
416
3,882
895
7,514
117
2,001
2,309
665
27,825

Total
37,708
5,372
4,049
1,726
13,653
4,096
32,264
476
8,711
11,814
3,051
122,920

Older Individuals
The NoRTEC region is experiencing a quickly aging population and workforce, like many other areas of the
country. There are nearly 250,000 residents aged 55 or older in the region, which is more than one third of
the total population. The population of individuals aged 55 or older is detailed by county in the table below.

Butte
Del Norte
Lasse
Modoc
Nevada
Plumas
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Tehama
Trinity

55- 59
years
14,805
2,074
2,007
677
8,521
1,720
13,440
298
3,681
4,620
1,201

60 - 64
years
14,914
1,868
1,924
767
9,414
1,938
13,083
306
3,893
4,168
1,406

65 - 69
years
13,343
1,613
1,504
731
8,893
1,736
11,926
331
3,667
3,863
1,175

70 - 74
years
9,158
1,030
961
564
5,815
1,254
9,049
195
2,642
2,784
825

75 - 79
years
6,521
758
635
359
3,864
830
6,232
126
1,652
2,087
530

80 - 84
years
4,747
543
483
247
2,524
446
4,125
101
1,095
1,411
388

85 years
and over
5,774
488
491
238
3,105
463
4,296
68
1,175
1,336
291

Total 55
or older
69,262
8,374
8,005
3,583
42,136
8,387
62,151
1,425
17,805
20,269
5,816

NoRTEC

53,044

53,681

48,782

34,277

23,594

16,110

17,725

247,213

County

Homeless Individuals13
The NoRTEC region spans across five Continuum of Care (CoC) Programs, which are designed to promote
community commitment to ending homelessness. Each CoC conducts a homeless count. Two of these five
programs include counties that are not in the NoRTEC region (Placer, Colusa, and Glenn Counties). The
latest available data is from counts that occurred in January 2016, and shows that there are more than
3,000 homeless individuals living within these five regions.

13

HUD Exchange, CoC Reports for Count during January 2016
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Youth who are in, or have aged out of, the Foster Care System14
There are 1,971 individuals in the foster care system in the NoRTEC region. Butte County has the highest
number of these individuals at 606, followed by Shasta (558), Tehama (278), and Siskiyou Counties (126).
The highest number of these youth are between ages six and 10 (424), followed by ages 11-15 (395), ages
3-5 (302), and ages 1-2 (289). From July 1, 2015 – June 30, 2016, 34 individuals exited the foster care system
through emancipation.

Individuals who are Limited English Proficient
Across the NoRTEC region, 3.4% of individual speak English less than “very well.” Tehama County has the
highest percentage of these individuals, at 7% of their population, followed by Sierra County at 5.6%. The
lowest percentage is found in Trinity County, where 0.7% of the population speaks English less than “very
well,” followed by Plumas County at 2.1%.

Individuals who have Low Levels of Literacy15
Tehama County has the highest percentage of individuals that have low levels of literacy at 14.7%. Nevada
County has the lowest percentage at 7.1%.
Percent of Individuals Lacking Basic Prose Literacy Skills
Butte
11.1%
Shasta
9.5%
Del Norte
14.5%
Sierra
9.2%
Lassen
12.0%
Siskiyou
10.3%
Modoc
12.6%
Tehama
14.7%
Nevada
7.1%
Trinity
9.7%
Plumas
8.2%

Eligible Migrant Seasonal Farm Workers16
According to the USDA Census of Agriculture, there are nearly 6,000 migrant farm workers in the NoRTEC
region. Tehama County has the largest reported number of migrant workers at 3,785 individuals, followed
by Siskiyou (1,436) and Butte (393) Counties. Sierra and Plumas Counties both have zero migrant workers
reported.

Single Parents
There are more than 23,000 single parent head-of-household in the NoRTEC region, with approximately
7,000 Single Father households and 16,000 Single Mother households. Del Norte County has the highest
percentage of Single Mothers at 8.5% of households and Trinity County has the highest percentage of Single
Fathers at 3.6% of households.

Analysis of Workforce Development Activities
The workforce development activities in the 11-county NoRTEC region span a wide range of programs and
service providers that address the workforce needs of employers and that focus on developing the skill,
abilities, and credentials of the population, including those with barriers to employment.

14

California Child Welfare Indicators Project, Point in Time - July 1, 2016
National Assessment of Adult Literacy, 2003
16
USDA Census of Agriculture 2012. Data for Del Norte and Lassen Counties is suppressed.
15
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There are many different agencies and organizations that provide workforce development-related or
supportive activities throughout the region. As part of the WDB’s strategic planning process, an initial asset
inventory was created to identify these entities. As of November 2016, more than 180 organizations are
included in this asset inventory. These organizations span workforce development, secondary and
postsecondary education, economic development, social services, programs for specific barriered
populations, and other community agencies. The categories of assets identified as well as the numbers of
organizations included in the inventory that primarily fall in those categories are listed below.
Adult Education (29)
Apprenticeship (1)
Career and Technical Education (6)
Career Pathways (2)
Career Services (2)
College Entrepreneurship Programs (5)
College-based Business Services (2)
Community College (10)
Disability Services (16)

Economic Development (11)
Entrepreneurship (8)
Industry Association (7)
Literacy Program (7)
AJCC (13)
Other Business Services (2)
Other Training (7)
Planning Intermediary (11)

SBDC (5)
SCORE Chapters (1)
Sector Initiatives (8)
Senior Services (1)
Veterans Services (13)
WIOA Service Providers (5)
Work Experience Programs (5)
Work-Based Learning (11)

This asset inventory will be posted on NoRTEC’s website and will be a living document. As new assets are
identified, they will be added to the list, and organizations will have the opportunity to update their
information, clarifying or providing further information. The current draft of the asset inventory can be
found on NoRTEC’s website at http://www.ncen.org/images/documents/regional_studies/AssetInventory-1116.pdf.
As part of the WIOA regional planning process, partners analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of
workforce development activities using employer, customer, and stakeholder feedback, group planning
sessions, and a review of previous planning activities and analyses.
As was evident from input sessions within NoRTEC’s 11-county region, each local area has different
strategies, levels of community involvement and areas of focus for best servicing the needs of its residents
and employers. There are, however, many commonalities of workforce development activities and types
of services that warrant continued focus and development.

Strengths of Workforce Development Activities
Regional Collaboration
The regional workforce development system has a strong track record of connecting well-trained workers
to job opportunities, is respected by and responsive to employers, and is thoroughly collaborative. There is
strength in the growing regional collaboration in which workforce development has played an integral role.
Workforce development, education, and economic development partners throughout the Region have
worked together on mutually beneficial grant programs and applications, strategic planning processes, and
funding support for initiatives with shared outcomes. During the county input sessions held in May with
employers and community partners, there was significant participation and enthusiasm to find common
solutions to the region’s workforce challenges. There is a high level of engagement and interest in
contributing to the implementation of a regional strategy. These participants and other committed
community members are a great strength to the NoRTEC region.
Partners within the region truly value the connections they have with each other. Strong communication
exists among workforce system partners within the region. In addition to day-to-day communication,
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regular workforce partner meetings are held throughout the region. For example, NoRTEC Service Providers
have scheduled partnership meetings to discuss activities and ensure non-duplication of services with the
Employment Development Department (EDD), Department of Health and Human Services, Office of
Education, Adult/Education/Literacy, Butte Community College, Feather River College, Experience Works
and local economic development entities.
An example of coordinated regional service delivery is the Butte-Glenn Intermediary Organization. This
organization was formed to align business, education, and community organizations within Butte and Glenn
Counties to maximize employment and training opportunities for youth and adults. Staff convene key
leaders across sectors to provide a forum for ongoing dialog and decision making; connect and broker
services between partner organizations and program participants; measure programmatic effectiveness
for all stakeholders and provide continuous improvements; and sustain effective partnerships amongst
business, education, and community organizations. Partners involved include the Butte and Glenn County
Offices of Education, Chico State, Butte College, Alliance for Workforce Development, NoRTEC, CUSD, and
local school districts.

Industry Driven Sector Initiatives
The region’s workforce development system is known for employer-driven initiatives, particularly within
targeted industry clusters. The Grow Manufacturing Initiative has long partnerships with major
manufacturers like TransferFlow and Roplast in developing tailored training programs. Workforce
development and educational institutions have collaborated with the region’s hospitals for more than a
decade to improve training opportunities to help increase the number of nurses in the region and face
other staffing needs. The region’s community colleges have developed new programs in direct response to
employer needs. Direct involvement with employers also helps to validate labor market information that is
obtained from secondary sources, creating a more well-rounded picture of the local economy and labor
market.
The private sector has responded by providing strong leadership and engagement with the NoRTEC
Workforce Development Board, and by participating in this planning process. Business leaders have been
at the forefront of identifying and addressing workforce needs and advocating for improvements to and
support of the system. Additionally, government leaders are engaged in the workforce development
system, actively participating on boards, providing feedback on plans and policies, and aligning their
priorities with identified workforce needs. Both groups provided key feedback to assist with creation of this
plan.

Work-based Learning Initiatives
NoRTEC’s Service Providers use On-the-Job-Training (OJT) to provide the skills needed for job-seekers to be
successful in the workplace. In addition, NoRTEC’s Service Providers coordinate and provide internships,
OJTs, and incumbent worker training within the region. Efforts have begun to better connect adult
education students to these opportunities. Overall, these types of programs are an opportunity for growth
under WIOA.

Weaknesses of Workforce Development Activities
Service Provision Challenges due to Geographic Size, Composition, and Location
The NoRTEC Region covers approximately 32,000 square miles. There are many isolated labor market areas
throughout the region due to the rural nature of the consortium and the long distances between small
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pockets of population clusters. The two largest cities in the consortium are Redding (population approx.
91,582) and Chico (population approx. 90,316). The next largest incorporated town is Paradise with a
population of 26,476 followed by the City of Oroville with a population a little over 16,000.17 Most of the
remaining towns and communities throughout the consortium have populations of less than 10,000.
Due to the large geographic size of the NoRTEC region and the diversity of its economy, level of
development, and needs of residents and businesses, the types of workforce development services offered
vary. Workforce development partners, including the NoRTEC Workforce Development Board, are tasked
with identifying ways to serve people in urban areas concurrently with remote and geographically isolated
areas. This can lead to a challenge in aligning service provision and creating consistency across the region.
To address this, as a part of the strategic planning process the WDB laid out on regional strategies with
local implementation, focusing on communication structures that can allow communities to learn from
each other’s practices and benefit from each other’s successes.
Because the NoRTEC region borders two other states, a lack of coordination or communication with
agencies across state lines is also a challenge for some of the border communities. Those counties and
communities in the Eastern portion of the region in some cases identify more with the Reno, Nevada
metropolitan area, yet coordination is difficult because of the nature of public organizations and their
jurisdictions. The same can be said for the Northern communities and some of their ties to Southern
Oregon.

Siloed Agencies and Organizations
Though many regional partners are willing to collaborate and there are many strong relationships and
partnerships, these efforts often are more transactional, and not a coordinated, institutionalized method
for collaboration. Because of this, siloes still exist in many areas across the region. One of the areas where
this is apparent is the lack of shared data systems. This makes communication and sharing of information
especially difficult, as it is more time intensive and organizations are not always tracking the same
information or outcomes that could be shared with other partners.
Where collaboration is more difficult, it is often due to a lack of understanding of how coordinated efforts
can bring value to each organization. With limited resources, many organizations do not have an incentive
to come to the table unless there is a clear tie to their missions and how the work will affect their outcomes.
Where communication lacks regarding these issues, siloes still persist.

Employer Coordination
As the regional economy recovers, it is apparent that increased coordination is needed among workforce
development, economic development, and other partners with regard to employer outreach. Employers
feel over-surveyed and invited to too many meetings, with confusion about which organization does what.
While strong collaboration exists among workforce partners, there is a consensus that NoRTEC could be
more strategic when working with businesses. This message needs to resonate not only with policy
implementation, but with front line staff as well. NoRTEC’s SlingShot funding has provided the means for
addressing this problem, with early conversations about combining Business Services visits and economic
development outreach and sharing of data.

17

Population estimates from U.S. Census Bureau: Quick Facts, V2015.
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Lack of Clear Career Pathway Development
Currently, there are many resources utilized within regional workforce services that connect jobseekers to
entry-level positions with low wages and limited advancement prospects. This means that connecting these
jobseekers to career pathways is all the more important to ensure they can move beyond these entry-level
positions. Currently, there is a lack of completed priority sector career pathways in the region that involve
coordination among high schools, postsecondary education institutions, and industry.
Workforce development and education partners in NoRTEC region are working together to develop career
pathway programs in priority industry sectors to prepare individuals to be successful in secondary and postsecondary education as well as help individuals enter or advance within a specific occupational cluster.
Community colleges currently offer stackable credentials in some sectors, providing a pathway approach
for adult learners, who can complete one credential and advance to the next credential.

Accommodating Seasonal Jobs
Because such a large portion of the region’s employment can be tied to agriculture or tourism, many of the
jobs that are available each year are seasonal positions. This can be a challenge, as many are lower-paying
jobs, and leave workers without income for a portion of the year. Housing seasonal workers is also a
challenge, especially for communities that have the largest influx of workers during one time of the year.
Often housing either is not available or it is too expensive for the level of workers that are filling those
positions.

Addressing Infrastructure Barriers
With the vast and rural nature of the NoRTEC region, the level and quality of infrastructure throughout the
region is highly varied. This is a challenge for all workforce development organizations, as well as individual
and business customers. A lack of available housing, consistent broadband access, and reliable
transportation prevents many business or talent attraction efforts. There is a gap in the regional workforce
system in addressing these issues. Though solutions to these infrastructure issues may not fall directly or
solely under the WDB’s purview, board members are interested in ensuring that they are involved in
conversations about these issues to represent the voice of its customers and how this affects workforce
development efforts.

Serving Individuals with Barriers to Employment
The NoRTEC Workforce Development Board has identified that the best way to address individuals with
barriers to employment are through career pathways, work-based learning, soft skills training, increased
access to employment services, and technology enabled learning.
NoRTEC has determined “individuals with barriers to employment” to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Displaced Homemakers
Low-income Individuals
Native Americans
Alaska Natives
Native Hawaiians
Individuals with Disabilities
Eligible Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers
Long-term Unemployed

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ex-Offenders
English Language Learners
Homeless
Older Individuals
Youth who are in or aged out of the foster care
system
Individuals within 2 years of exhausting lifetime
eligibility for TANF benefits
Single Parents
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Supportive services provided to individuals with barriers to employment may include, but are not limited
to transportation, child care, dependent care, housing, temporary shelter, work attire, work-related tools,
medical and dental care, drug and alcohol abuse counseling, financial counseling, union initiative fees,
union dues, and other reasonable expenses that are necessary to allow an individual to participate in the
WIOA program and/or obtain/retain employment. The exact detail of services offered to program
participants vary from locality to locality but WIOA requires providing a comprehensive level of baseline
services at each AJCC. Specifically, NoRTEC’s Adult and Dislocated Worker Program requires that a single
entity must provide the full range of WIOA programs and services to eligible populations throughout the
AJCC’s in each of the eleven counties. All job seekers that come through the door have access to the
services.
The asset inventory created through the strategic planning process was intended to be a resource for all
AJCCs and other community organizations to have an easy reference to find organizations that provide
supportive services that may be available to clients. This inventory will continue to grow as more
relationships are built and additional organizations can add their information and networks to the list.

Addressing the Employment Needs of Employers
Continuing to work to identify the needs of local employers and improving the resulting services is a primary
focus of the NoRTEC Workforce Development Board. In the strategic goals and strategies laid out in the
Local Plan, the WDB’s first goal is to “Increase connections with employers to understand current and
emerging business needs and increase awareness of the services that are available to businesses”.
Strategies related to this goal are focused on creating more and better relationships with local businesses
as a means of hearing directly from industry about their needs and creating coordinated responses.
NoRTEC has a long established “Business First Philosophy” (BFP). The BFP provides a pathway to strengthen
community economic health. Providing business services to local businesses on their individual and specific
needs improves business stability and promotes growth, which results in increased job opportunities.
Each local area includes a Business Services team and several AJCC Centers are equipped with a Business
Resource Center for use by the business community. Working in partnership with its education, economic
development, and industry association partners, the Business Services team provides the following
business services to employers:
•

•

•

Business Start-Up Assistance/Services: Job postings, referrals, customized recruitment, interview
facilities, information on personnel policies, employee benefits, business loans, tax incentives,
training, marketing, labor law information, workers compensation information, business start-up
checklist, access to Business Resource Center.
Business Expansion Assistance/Services: Job postings, referrals, customized recruitment, interview
facilities, information on personnel policies, employee benefits, business loans, tax incentives,
training, marketing, labor law information, workers compensation information, e-commerce,
internships, OJT, access to Business Resource Center
Business Retention Assistance/Services: Services listed above under Business Expansion assistance
plus employer workshops (topics tailored to the needs of local business), business networking,
referrals to lending sources, referrals to partner agencies
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•

•

•

•
•

•

Business Information Exchange: Sharing of information through networking, workshops, one-onone customized training, on-site business visits, resource libraries, internet-based training, labor
market information, newsletters, employer forums/roundtables, job fairs
Human Resource Support/Services: Consultation/assistance with personnel policies and employee
handbooks, development and review of job descriptions, annually updated information on labor
law changes and how to obtain legal assistance, consultation/assistance with interviewing, hiring
and termination of workers, customized recruitments, hiring/termination forms and checklists
Employee Recruitment Assistance/Services: Job Postings, customized recruitment, ad creation and
media placement, job descriptions, interview questions, prescreening, interviewing, new hire
orientation development, job fairs
Employee Training Services: Skill upgrades, internships, classroom training, internet-based training,
OJT, customized training
Layoff Assistance: “Rapid response” orientations of available services to laid-off employees,
assistance for employers with required documentation for termination, layoff letters, and
separation forms, information on federal and state regulations with respect to terminating
employees
Public Policy Information: Helping businesses stay up-to-date with regulatory changes (via e-mail,
newsletters, and through discussion with Business Service Representatives, annual reports to local
business service organizations and County Board of Supervisors, workshops (topics tailored to local
business needs)

Services that are offered to the employer free of charge (e.g., job postings, recruitment, and screening of
potential employees--Employee Recruitment Assistance/Services category) are internally referred to as
gateway activities. These types of activities provide a needed service and assist in developing relationships
between the employers and AJCC Business Service Representatives (BSR). These relationships often open
opportunities to provide assistance with current or future employee training, human resource support, and
business expansion or retention assistance. Most of the initial contact between the employer and BSRs
takes place at the employer’s place of business, as bringing the services to the employer has been more
successful than advertising available services in print or electronic media and waiting for the employer to
call or come into the AJCC.
Subsequent to the NoRTEC strategic planning sessions, all NoRTEC Service Providers are in the process of
re-organizing Business Service expertise around the designated priority sectors of Healthcare, Agriculture,
Manufacturing, IT, and Tourism.
An example of Innovative Regional Business Services is Team Chico. Team Chico is a unique collaborative
created to deliver direct services to businesses in a more focused and collaborative way. Partners include
the Chico Chamber of Commerce, Downtown Chico Business Association (DCBA), 3CORE, Alliance for
Workforce Development Inc. (AFWD), California State University, Chico (CSU Chico), and the City of Chico.
With a MOU, Team Chico launched an aggressive, multiple phase initiative to outreach to businesses,
deliver a comprehensive resource directory of services available to businesses, identify specific business
needs and begin address needs and issues of key industry sectors.
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This is an example of how services can be delivered – especially to small- and medium-sized businesses –
that can be adapted and replicated in other areas of the NoRTEC region. Due to the regional focus around
priority industry sectors, Team Chico is also now in the process of organizing around sector partnerships.

Regional Sector Pathways
Needs Assessment and Planning Process
The NoRTEC Workforce Development Board began a strategic planning process in early 2016 to gain a
better understanding of the needs of the region’s businesses and workforce and create a strategic plan to
address those needs. Inclusion of partners, businesses, and community members was the number one
priority throughout the process to gain the most comprehensive input possible. The process included a
variety of information gathering and data analysis activities to gather a baseline of information from which
to discuss strategic priorities and three strategic planning sessions to discuss the WDB’s goals and priorities
for the process and final plan. Each element of the strategic planning process is described below.

Data Analysis
A data-driven picture of the region’s economy and labor market is essential to creating effective strategies.
To that end, the WDB conducted an industry sector analysis and regional and county labor market profiles.
The industry sector analysis identified strong and emerging industries for the region based on a variety of
elements, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Regional competitive advantages;
Wage trends;
Employment size;
Relative employment concentration;
Presence of supporting educational and training
programs;

• Matching of area strengths to industry needs;
• Positive outlook with consideration of the impact
of macroeconomic trends;
• Economic impact multipliers; and
• Workforce availability.

Data sources included U.S. Census American Community Survey 2010-2014 Estimates, U.S. Census
OnTheMap, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 2016.1
Class of Worker data. This information was used to identify the WDB’s priority sectors for the strategic plan.
Regional and county labor market profiles were created to describe demographics, labor force
characteristics, and industry and occupational trends and needs at the regional and sub-regional levels.

Business Survey
NoRTEC’s Service Providers conducted nearly 300 surveys with businesses across the region to capture
their talent and skill needs, hiring projections, and the workforce-related factors that accelerate or inhibit
their business growth. In most cases, surveys were conducted in person to allow for connections and
relationships to be built between the businesses and service providers. All responses were captured in an
online tool to allow for analysis within and across industries and counties.

Asset Inventory
One of the primary roles of the WDB is to be a convener and to develop partnerships with other entities
around the region with similar or supporting missions and services. An asset inventory was completed to
pull together a listing of as many of these partners and potential partners as possible in one central location.
This research has multiple goals. First, the inventory can serve as a quick reference to partners across the
region to find details and contact information for other organizations for referrals, networking, and/or
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collaborative efforts. The inventory is also intended to help paint a picture of the current regional workforce
development system and can be used to identify where there may be gaps. These gaps may indicate where
new partnerships need to be formed or where current partners may need to create or promote innovative
solutions to fill a need. The inventory is intended to be a living document with new organizations and
programs continually added as they come to light.

County Input Sessions
It was very important to the WDB that each of the regional communities was involved in the planning
process and had input into the WDB’s goals and strategies. Seventeen input sessions were held around the
region, one with service providers, and at least one in each of NoRTEC’s 11 counties. Service providers were
integral in advertising the county sessions and inviting key local businesses and community partners.
The service provider session lasted 90 minutes and included a mixture of large group discussion and small
group conversations with report-outs. Each county session also lasted approximately 90 minutes and began
with introductions around the room. Across many of these sessions, attendees were able to make new
connections with others and began to discuss ideas among themselves for new ways to partner and
collaborate. County sessions were conducted as large group discussions, and the topics covered in the
discussion included:
•
•
•
•

Challenges and opportunities for local businesses
Service needs and availability
Workforce challenges and skills gaps
Priorities for regional workforce development

Summaries from each county input session, including attendee lists, can be found in Attachment B.

Strategic Planning Sessions
Three strategic planning sessions were held with the WDB on April 27, August 25, and October 27, 2016.
At the first session, national workforce consultants delivered a presentation to the WDB about its role
within the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act as well as characteristics of high impact workforce
boards across the country. Following this presentation, the WDB discussed where its strengths and
opportunities for improvement existed in relation to these roles and characteristics. The WDB also began
to discuss its mission and vision. Finally, during this session the WDB began to brainstorm and prioritize the
high level strategic issues that members believed would be most important to address in the strategic plan.
At the second session, the WDB reviewed the findings from the business survey, county input sessions, and
a high-level report of the industry data analysis. After the first planning session, the Executive Committee
reviewed and edited several sample Mission and Vision statements; these were then presented to the WDB
for review and discussion. After discussing and revising the sample statements, the WDB adopted a Mission
and Vision. To finish the meeting, the WDB divided into groups to review the focus areas that had been
identified during the first planning session and brainstormed goals and strategies that would address the
identified strategic issues and make up the strategic plan.
The third planning session included a final presentation of the data analysis and a discussion around
prioritizing targeted industry sectors. This session was also used to present the strategic plan elements as
created and refined throughout the planning process. Examples of ways to engage partners in
implementation as well as action steps and measures of success were discussed. This conversation was the
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first step to discussing implementation and planning to ensure that the strategic plan momentum is
maintained and carried to all communities within the region.

Meeting Industry Workforce Needs
NoRTEC is promoting a sector partnership approach to serving businesses, understanding their workforce
needs, and identifying the education and training programs that are meeting those needs. A major
component of NoRTEC’s SlingShot Project has been developing the North State Advanced Manufacturing
Sector Partnership called Grow Manufacturing (www.growmanufacturing.com) in Butte County. Through
the development and expansion of this Sector Strategy, NoRTEC found that having an organized, employerled Sector Partnership has provided a successful model for coordinated business engagement. This strategy
has helped employers develop a systematic framework for the local manufacturing industry needs so that
the supply side partners can work together to provide solutions. Through various convening meetings,
partners are in agreement that Sector Strategies are the most effective strategy for coordinating business
engagement.
The SlingShot team has convened meetings with over 40 North State manufacturers to listen and discuss
industry needs. The team works with (attending meetings, sponsoring events and providing information)
other manufacturing groups to be active part of the Grow Manufacturing Directory and leadership. Ongoing meetings have been held with Butte College LEAN group, CMTA, Shasta County Manufacturing group
(headed by Shasta College), Oroville MSRT Manufacturing group. Discussions have centered on clearly
identifying common issues and opportunities to address the workforce needs of manufacturers in a
meaningful and long-term way that is beneficial to the industry as well as target income/age groups. All
groups have identified 2 workforce issues – young adults coming out of the education system are not
prepared for work in advanced manufacturing and the retiring population of workers leaving manufacturing
will create a tremendous skill gap for the NoRTEC region. Manufacturing groups have provided information
on the hardest to fill occupations which serves as a starting point for working with specific training and
pathways. Other most noted needs have been in workforce, infrastructure, and networking and the need
to expand the Manufacturing Directory. From these industry meetings, a Manufacturing Advisory Council
was formed to follow up on a detailed action plan for addressing the needs of regional manufacturers in
the upcoming years.
As Partnerships for each of the region’s priority industries are not yet fully developed, a full analysis of and
plan to address the education and training needed for each industry is not yet complete. However, steps
have been taken to continue moving forward with progress in the Advanced Manufacturing Sector
Partnership and begin convening Partnerships in additional industries. In September, NoRTEC awarded five
contracts in support of Regional Industry Sector Partnerships. The contracts include partnership support of
the Manufacturing, Rural Health Care, IT-Entrepreneurship, Digital-Media, and Agriculture industries. The
proposals include new Partnerships and enhancement or expansion of Partnerships within Butte, Modoc,
Lassen, Tehama, and Nevada Counties. Specific tasks and timelines have been developed for coordinated
business engagement and workforce and education partner coordination. Industry compacts have been
developed for the Advanced Manufacturing sector that include the provision of work-based learning
opportunities, which is currently being implemented. Industry leadership exists and is growing within the
established Advance Manufacturing Sector and is expected to be established in the remaining four sectors
previously identified.
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NoRTEC is working with regional Community Colleges and Economic Development organizations (Shasta,
Lassen, Feather River, College of the Siskiyous, Sierra College and College, College of the Redwoods and
Butte Community College and 3Core Economic Development Corporation) to integrate all regional planning
processes. NoRTEC’s goals are to share data and sector information to promote consistency, work together
for multi-purpose public outreach, and create consistent long term planning strategies for the NoRTEC
region that combine education, workforce development, and economic development priorities. Through
this collaboration, partners are working together to develop a region-wide, sector-based business
engagement model.
To move forward with some of the coordinated strategies that were identified, the SlingShot Steering
Committee has facilitated three “supply-side”/partner SlingShot convenings attended by regional
workforce and economic development and educational representatives.; one North State Region
convening, and two sub-regional convenings (Butte and Tehama Counties). These convenings, as well as
input sessions held in each of the region’s 11 counties, identified that soft skills and basic employability
skills are a large gap in the available workforce. Due to this, partners identified that work-based learning is
a major need for regional businesses in order to provide workplace exposure and real-world lessons to
students at a younger age, or earlier in the career exploration process. However, partners also learned that
there is not enough coordination among individual partners who are contacting businesses separately to
promote these initiatives.
Employers would like to participate in work-based learning because they see it as an effective strategy to
address their workforce needs; however, they do not have the time and resources to work with partners
individually. They want to see a coordinated approach to work-based learning. The results of NoRTEC’s
convenings have shown that, before partners can begin to pilot and replicate work-based learning
strategies, there must be a coordinated approach to business engagement throughout the NoRTEC Region.
The Steering Committee believes that addressing the issue of business engagement systemically will allow
us to have the biggest impact on not only work-based learning, but other workforce and training initiatives
as well, and ultimately, on income mobility in the region.
The SlingShot Team continues to convene workforce, economic development, and educational partners to
discuss how to better streamline efforts and work together. In addition to speaking to industry with one
unified voice, partners have identified the need to map the service delivery system for the NoRTEC Region,
identifying all workforce development resources available, including education and training opportunities,
specifically those that address the greatest occupational and skill needs in the region’s priority sectors. As
a part of the WDB’s strategic planning process, NoRTEC completed a Regional Labor Market Profile and
Industry Sector Analysis (found in on NoRTEC’s website). Through this analysis NoRTEC took the first step
to identify the occupations and skill sets that are most in demand for employers in regional priority
industries. To take this analysis to the next level, partners will vet this data and identify regional education
and training providers through SlingShot convenings that are meeting these needs.

Existing Career Pathways
There are many organizations in the NoRTEC region that are working on career pathways initiatives,
however, this work is currently somewhat fragmented across the region. To date, there are no region-wide
identified career pathways in the WDB’s priority sectors. Many initiatives currently underway are either not
coordinated, do not connect secondary and post-secondary education, or do not include industry input.
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Much of the career pathway work that is existing in the region is through career and technical education
programs at the secondary or post-secondary levels. NoRTEC is an active participant in the regional
planning committee for the North/Far North Regional Plan, which seeks to expand career and technical
education, alignment of services, and career pathways through the Strong Workforce Program. NoRTEC
and its Service Providers’ staff are also engaged in the North/Far North Regional Consortium’s sector events
as these issues are discussed on a regional, sector basis for the following industries through the Doing What
Matters initiative:
•

Agriculture, Water, and Environmental Technologies

•

Advanced Manufacturing

•

Global Trade and Logistics

•

Health (Health Workforce Initiative)

•

Small Business

Through the Health Workforce Initiative and Health and Science Pipeline Initiative, curriculum pathways
for Medical Biology, Medical Chemistry, and Medical Anatomy and Physiology pathways have been
introduced in the region to engage high school students in these fields.
Recently, there has been a push to bring together some of the work that has been done and create a more
coordinated system of career pathways. Pathways for manufacturing are currently under development by
the Grow Manufacturing Initiative. Business services staff have attended workshops on career pathways
and will be using learned criteria to guide the development of open entry-exit pathways.
On a sub-regional scale, several counties, community colleges, or high schools have completed and
promote various career pathways. Butte College and the Butte-Glenn Career Pathways Consortium
(BGCPC), the Chico Unified School District, the Shasta-Tehama-Trinity Joint Community College District, and
Siskiyou Joint Community College District have all been awarded California Career Pathways Trust grants to
identify career pathways. Other examples exist at the high school level across the region, such as developed
pathways in Health and Manufacturing (Welding) at Princeton Jr./Sr. High School. For more information
please visit www.pjusd.org/curriculum.
Another example of a local pathway initiative was completed by Job Training Center of Tehama County and
the Tehama County Department of Education. Job Training Center released a report detailing sector
pathways in each of the County’s industry sectors, identifying entry level careers and technical careers.
Local businesses to contact for more information were identified within each industry. This is a great
example of a local effort that NoRTEC could emulate to provide more information to all areas of the region.

Further Development of Career Pathways
The NoRTEC Workforce Development Board identified the development and promotion of regional career
pathways as one of its top priorities for its strategic plan. The second goal of the plan is to “Implement
career pathway strategies to fulfill the employment needs of the region”. The following strategies were
identified within the strategic plan for accomplishing this goal:
•
•

Map career pathways for each identified industry sector
Work with educational partners to incorporate soft skill training into career programs
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•
•
•
•

Educate youth on local opportunities and career pathways through connections with
employers for exposure and mentorship
Promote the value of work-based learning to employers and facilitate increased participation
Increase and improve distance learning opportunities and access
Identify the career expectations and desires for each generational group and customize
approaches accordingly

To ensure momentum in the implementation of the WDB’s strategic plan, NoRTEC will be utilizing Regional
Action Teams to support work toward this goal. The purpose of this team is to gather leaders in the region
to identify the work that is currently being done on career pathways, determine where gaps exist and
coordination can take place, and create an action plan for moving forward. This Team will include board
members as well as non-board members who are subject matter experts in the field. Members will also be
representative of the whole region to ensure that there are local champions who can carry the regional
vision and action plan into each local community.
As a starting point, NoRTEC is creating occupational outlooks/career pathways to show occupational
progression in NoRTEC’s identified priority sectors – Manufacturing, Healthcare, IT, Agriculture, and
Tourism. The information will serve as a starting point to show the occupational outlooks within these
industries and potential for growth in a career path. These “pathways” show the positions that are available
and in-demand in the NoRTEC region in various areas of the industry and at each education level. Four of
the five industries show entry, mid-, and experienced professional-level career opportunities; however, in
the tourism industry, because jobs are typically entry-level, low-wage positions, this industry will also be
promoted as a great opportunity for young and early career jobseekers to gain work experience and soft
skills, and take the first step toward careers in many different industries. The data will serve as a baseline
for the creation of more robust career pathways that include employer input, show entry and exit points,
and outline the education and training opportunities that are available to pursue locally. These pathways
can be found in Attachment E.
NoRTEC understands that business engagement is key to the development of career pathways across the
region in order to ensure programs and curriculum are aligned with the current and future needs of
industry. NoRTEC will continue to coordinate education and workforce activities in relation to
secondary/post-secondary education programs through coordinated efforts in career pathway
development that includes California Department of Education, the Community College System, and
employer input; as well as collaborative efforts with additional community partners serving populations
with barriers. Much of this work will be accomplished through regional sector strategies and industry
partnership convenings. The promotion of sector strategies, as well as the convening of various partners to
identify industry needs and ways to address them, has laid the foundation for the region’s efforts moving
forward in implementing strong, in-demand career pathways.
An example of this process is NoRTEC’s Manufacturing Initiative that compiled a list of occupations
identified by manufacturers to identify industry specific occupations and skills training needed for a wide
range of manufacturing positions. This effort ended in the creation of “job boards” that included the
positions manufacturers typically hire, the level of education required for each position, and which
positions are hard to fill. The information was presented at the annual Manufacturing Expo to educational
partners as well as students as a way to illustrate what skills employers expect students to be learning in
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high school and college. Career pathways within the Manufacturing Sector are continually evaluated and
presented to schools, workforce partners, and employers as part of the Grow Manufacturing Initiative.
Using this model (the manufacturing initiative) NoRTEC will continue to analyze the needs of employers
through Industry Partnerships, specifically middle skilled occupations in the priority sectors of Agriculture,
Health Care, IT, and Tourism. Workforce development and education partners in the NoRTEC region are
working together to develop career pathway programs in priority industry sectors to prepare individuals to
be successful in secondary and post-secondary education, as well as help individuals enter or advance
within a specific occupational cluster. Community colleges offer stackable credentials in many sectors,
providing a pathway approach for adult learners who may complete one credential then advance to the
next credential. This type of coordination and advising will be available within the AJCCs in order to meet
the needs of clients/students.

Industry-Valued Post-Secondary Credential Attainment
The NoRTEC WDB recognizes that credential attainment is a primary goal for individuals looking to be more
marketable in the local economy. NoRTEC and its partners are in the process of determining which industryvalued and recognized post-secondary credentials are most in demand in the region. The focus of this
conversation has taken and will take place through industry convenings through the SlingShot sector
partnership initiatives. While there are many support partners that are a part of these meetings, the focus
is on the industry employers and industry champions lead discussions. Partners will present information
and data for feedback and validation, but will ensure that participating employers are ultimately the ones
making decisions and determinations of need.
NoRTEC and its Service Providers work with education and training institutions in the region to ensure that
they are on the same page about information related to labor market supply and demand. For example,
Tehama County Job Training Center has current staff participation on Shasta College Advisory Committees
in Agriculture, Healthcare, Health Informatics, Industry, Technology, Career Technical Education, and
Business. Additionally, the AJCC in Tehama County has partnered with the Northern California Adult
Education Planning Consortium, an entity tasked with realigning Adult Education under AB86 in Tehama,
Shasta, Trinity, and Siskiyou Counties. The goal of these partnerships is to share relevant Labor Market
Information, employer hiring trends, job availability data, best practices for effective work-based learning,
and career ladder information.
Currently, the WDB has not yet officially prioritized or emphasized specific credentials as the process of
gathering feedback from employers is still on going. However, the WDB has identified five priority industries
in which these discussions will take place – Manufacturing, Healthcare, Information Technology,
Agriculture, and Tourism. Within these industries, RPU partners will identify certificates, degrees, licenses,
certifications, and other short-term credentials available for the most in-demand occupations to serve as a
starting point for discussion with employers. These credentials may include, but are not limited to:
Manufacturing
• Manufacturing Skills Standards Council
(MSSC) production credentials
• AWS Certified Welding credentials

Healthcare
• American Health Information Management
Association (AHIMA) and American Academy
of Professional Coders (AAPC) medical coding
and health administration certifications
• Certified Nursing Assistants (CNA)
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•

National Institute for Metalworking Skills
(NIMS) machining and metalworking
credentials
• North American Die Casting Association
(NADCA) credentials
• Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME)
certifications
Information Technology
• Certified Systems Professional (CSP)
• Certified Computer Programmer (CCP)
• IT Project Management Certification
• Certified Web Developer
• Oracle Certifications
• Software Engineer licensure
• Computer Specialist licensure
Tourism
• ServSafe
• ProStart National Certificate of Achievement
• Customer Service and Sales certification
• Retail Management Certification

•
•
•
•

Licensed Practical Nurses (LPN)
Registered Nurses (RN)
Community Health Worker (CHW)
certifications
Home Health Aide (HHA) certifications

Agriculture
• Agriculture Specialist Credential
• Accredited Farm Manager (AFM)
• Certified Crop Advisor (CCA)
• Organic Farm Certification
• Certified Professional Soil Scientist (CPSS)

Cross-Industry Skills
• National Career Readiness Credential (NCRC)
• Lean Six Sigma certification
• Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) certification
• CPR/First Aid certification

After receiving feedback and once priority credentials are identified, the WDB will evaluate the list at
minimum on an annual basis to ensure that they are still relevant and valued by regional businesses.
Evaluations will include discussions with employers through industry sector partnership convenings,
conversations with business services representatives, and business surveys.
Currently, residents in the rural NoRTEC region have access to few short-term, ETPL approved, industryrecognized training programs that lead to high-wage occupations and a future for career advancement. As
such, NoRTEC AJCCs will be investing in both short and long-term solutions. NoRTEC will work to partner
closely with training vendors and potential training vendors to promote high-wage, industry-recognized
training programs in high-growth industry sectors, including exploring options for distance and online
learning to supplement the training that is available in the region.
RPU partners will establish goals for the identified credentials of focus based on feedback from employers
in surveys and industry convenings. Progress toward the goal will be tracked through shared data from
regional partners and monitored by the NoRTEC WDB at its quarterly meetings.

Accessibility and Inclusivity
Partner Involvement in Regional Planning
The NoRTEC WDB sought to be as inclusive as possible in gathering input for putting together its strategic
plan. During the input gathering phase, Service Providers in each county administered surveys with
businesses about their workforce needs and challenges, totaling nearly 300 respondents. Input sessions
with local partners, community members, and employers were also held in each of the 11 counties and
were open to the public.
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Partners were personally invited to input sessions through email and phone calls. Invitees included those
required by WIOA as well as additional community partners with interests in workforce development. These
partners include:
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

WIOA Service Providers (Alliance for Workforce
Development, Inc., STEP, Inc., Del Norte
Workforce Center, Smart Business Resource
Center, Job Training Center)
Employment Development Department
California Human Development Corporation
(CHDC)
Community College Regional Consortia Partners
(Butte College, Feather River College, Lassen
College, College of the Siskiyous, Shasta College)
Adult Education Block Grant Regional Consortia
Partners (Siskiyou, Shasta-Tehama-Trinity,
Feather River, Lassen/Butte-Glenn, North Coast)
Economic Development Agencies
Small Business Development Centers
(Northeastern California SBDC, NEC SBDC at JEDI,
NECSBDC at Shasta-Cascade, Northeastern SBDC
at Butte College, North Coast SBDC Crescent City)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Chambers of Commerce
Department of Rehabilitation
Adult Education providers
County Offices of Education
Local K-12 School Districts
CTE providers
Experience Works
County Departments of Social Services
County Housing Authorities, Offices of Housing
and Community Services, and/or Community
Development Commissions
County Health and Human Services
County Veterans Services and/or Department of
Veterans Affairs
Social Security Administration
CalWORKS
Disability Rights California

In addition to individual outreach, notices of the public meetings were posted on websites of service
providers and partners, in newspapers, aired on the radio, and posted in physical locations in each county.
Local service providers each determined the best modes of communication and outreach for the
preferences of each county and utilized multiple channels to ensure the highest participation.
All Adult Education Block Grant consortia partners were invited and participated in county input sessions.
This allowed not only to share ideas of how the AEBG programs and the workforce system can work
together, but it also allowed representatives to hear the same messages from community members and
employers about the workforce needs of the communities. Adult Education is an important part of
NoRTEC’s focus on career pathways and will be closely involved in the implementation of the strategic
plan through Regional Action Teams that will drive forward the work toward each of the WDB’s goals.

Basic Skills Education and Remediation
According to county input sessions and business surveys, many employers have challenges finding
jobseekers with sufficient basic skills for low-skilled, entry-level work. In 2015, 13.5% of the adult population
in the NoRTEC region had not completed a high school degree or equivalent. Around 3.5% of individuals in
the region have limited English proficiency, with nearly 80,000 residents aged five and older (11.7%)
speaking some language other than English at home. Of these individuals who speak a language other than
English at home, 67.4% speak Spanish, 17.1% speak Asian or Pacific Islander languages, and 13.1% speak
other Indo-European languages, with the remaining 2.5% speaking other languages.18 According to the
National Assessment of Adult Literacy, the counties within the NoRTEC region have between 7% and 15%
of individuals who have low levels of literacy, with 7.1% in Nevada County and 14.7% in Tehama County.

18

U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
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Over 50,000 individuals accessed NoRTEC’s AJCCs between July 1, 2015 and June 30, 2016. As a part of the
NoRTEC WDB’s strategic planning process, NoRTEC compiled an asset inventory of workforce developmentrelated services in the region, including programs providing basic skills training. This list is not exhaustive
and will continue to be developed as additional providers are identified. Within the region, there are nearly
30 adult education providers serving as the main providers of basic skill remediation. The region also has a
variety of literacy and English as a second language programs offered through local schools, public libraries,
or community organizations. NoRTEC and its Service Providers ensure that information about these
programs is available in AJCCs throughout the region. Strong referral processes to these organizations are
key to ensuring that all customers have clear paths to getting the services they need. Identifying programs
through the asset inventory process is the first step to making sure that AJCC staff have access to
comprehensive information about the services that are available to customers. NoRTEC will work with its
partners to increase communication to ensure that referrals happen consistently throughout the workforce
system.
The development of career pathways within the region’s priority sectors is one of the WDB’s goals
articulated in its strategic plan. Throughout strategic planning discussions as well as county-based input
sessions, board and community members emphasized that career pathways must address all levels of
students and workers, from those who are basic skills deficient, to highly skilled professionals. Staff at
regional AJCCs will refer any jobseeker who is basic skills deficient to a training provider as the first step on
a career pathway. By utilizing career pathways as a mode of planning and communication, these individuals
will begin this training with a job in mind. Likewise, NoRTEC will work with adult education, English as a
second language, and other basic skills training providers to connect students with employment
opportunities upon their completion of training. Partners will also work together to promote work-based
learning opportunities to provide these students with work experiences that will help them move into
employment and into career paths.
NoRTEC and other AJCC partners are committed to sharing client information to ensure that intake,
assessment, program or training referrals, job development or placement activities, and other services are
streamlined and easy for the customer to navigate, whether for basic skills deficient customers or
otherwise.
AJCC case managers enter eligible client information into the CalJOBS system. CalJOBS can track multiple
grant programs including WIOA Title I, Wagner Peyser, TAA, and other grant programs. NoRTEC and its
Service Providers to refer clients to partner agencies and other services any time they are available and
appropriate.
All NoRTEC Service Providers have established partnerships throughout the service area. Partnerships with
EDD, Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Education (ROP), Adult Education/Literacy, Butte
Community College, Shasta Community College, Lassen Community College, Feather River Community
College, Sierra College, College of the Redwoods, Experience Works, local economic development entities,
and other community based organizations, provide valuable services to the individuals accessing services
at the AJCC's. Local partner meetings are held each week to discuss partner activities and to ensure
nonduplication of services. The partners provide valuable input on workforce preparation issues and needs.
Successful AJCC's recognize the value of partnerships with other service agencies, job seekers, employers
and the community served.
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NoRTEC’s goal is to ensure that, when job seekers walk in the door of an AJCC, it is clear to those in need
that they have entered a place where they may truly succeed in their search for the right employee, the
right employer, the right career, as well as any temporary financial assistance they may need. NoRTEC
strives to make sure that these individuals benefit from the partnerships described above that have been
established by maintaining strong communication and referral channels.

Program and Physical Accessibility
RPU partners are committed to ensuring that individuals with disabilities have access to and participate in
regional career pathways programs. NoRTEC and all contracted Service Providers provide services to the
broadest populations possible utilizing the universal access approach outlined in WIOA. As partners in the
One‐Stop system discuss service integration and common intake, NoRTEC foresees more opportunities for
service strategies related to individuals with disabilities and other protected populations. In the meantime,
NoRTEC and its partners are committed to continuing to cultivate relationships with partners who serve
individuals with disabilities to ensure those individuals have access to information about priority sectors
and career pathways. NoRTEC will ensure that all case managers and business services representatives have
awareness of the opportunities to engage individuals with disabilities, through education on how to
promote this population’s abilities to employers, identifying employers who have historically served or who
have appropriate opportunities for individuals with disabilities, and other strategies.
NoRTEC has a designated Equal Opportunity (EO) Officer that is responsible for addressing equal
opportunity issues that arise as a result of questions that people may have in regard to the proper
implementation of Section 188 and applicable provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act. The EO
Officer will provide EO training to Service Providers/staff throughout the region. The EO training will consist
of a review of the laws and provisions as well as opportunities for staff to view and evaluate scenarios
where EO violations may be occurring.
The EO Officer also does a review of EO compliance by WIOA service providers in the course of monitoring
reviews each year. Providers must have proper EO signage in place, and their facilities must be accessible
to individuals with disabilities following ADA guidelines. They must also be able to demonstrate how they
are able to provide services to people with disabilities or those who need translation or interpretation
services. The NoRTEC EO Officer also reviews the availability of assistive technology at all AJCC sites.
NoRTEC will work to expand awareness of assisting individuals with disabilities and other barriers to
employment via communication and confidentiality; disclosure and permissions; accommodation requests,
equipment, tools, and auxiliary aids; and inclusive and integrated service delivery that encourages full
access and participation in WIOA and One‐Stop activities. NoRTEC will also review partner activities and
policies related to access and provision of services for individuals with barriers to employment to establish
best practices and cross agency standards.

Connections to Regional Sectors and Career Pathways
RPU partners are committed to ensuring that all individuals, including individuals with barriers to
employment, have access to opportunities in regional priority sectors and career pathways. In order to
ensure all populations are served by career pathways, NoRTEC will:
•

Explore expanding target sectors to serve more industries in the region, in addition to the
WDB’s priority sectors.
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•

Engage WIOA title II adult education providers to ensure English Language Acquisition and
Basic Skills students have entry points to the pathway.

•

Build entry points for WIOA Title I adults, especially priority of service populations.

•

Build entry points for WIOA Title I youth, particularly out-of-school youth populations who
need reattachment to education and training.

•

Engage WIOA title IV vocational rehabilitation providers so individuals with disabilities are
well served in pathways to integrated competitive employment.

•

Continually discuss aligning programs or building new programs that can connect to form a
longer, more robust pathway.

•

Allocate resources to support individuals in career pathway programs (e.g., cohort training
funds, support services).

•

Build staff capacity to offer critical workforce development services under the new WIOA
definitions: career services, training services.

NoRTEC and its Service Providers also have close relationships with CalWORKS programs in each county
and have committed through the regional MOU to sharing and integrating information to ensure that
clients receive information about all programs or opportunities for which they may be eligible or suited. As
articulated career pathways continue to develop, information will be available to all regional partners, who
will communicate regularly to ensure that it is being consistently shared with clients of all organizations.
RPU partners will work toward a “no wrong door” strategy to ensure that career pathway information is
available to any individual from any regional organization.
Support services are also a key ingredient to successful career pathways to help ensure that individuals can
stay engaged and mitigate the outside challenges that keep them from succeeding at work or school. It is
important to promote a system of services, rather than individual programs, to individuals entering regional
sectors and career pathways. RPU partners already have strong relationships, but continue to create a
stronger network to ensure easy referrals and clear communications among partners, giving individuals the
simplest path to accessing services even if they are coming from multiple providers. This will be done in
several ways, including the WDB’s strategic plan implementation process and aligned and integrated use
of technology.
As the NoRTEC WDB moves forward with implementing its strategic plan, it will be utilizing Regional Action
Teams to ensure that partners from across the region, including both board and non-board members, are
a part of the work that is being done. These teams will include subject matter experts who are able to
provide valuable insights and connections, as well as community champions who can make sure that the
regional vision for business engagement, career pathways, and other strategic initiatives is heard and
implemented in each local community.
Regional partners are also committed to utilizing technology to share information and integrate current
systems to the extent possible. As this work moves forward, partners will look for additional opportunities
to align technology and expedite information sharing.
Community-based organizations (CBOs) will play a large role in helping to provide these supportive services
to individuals with barriers. CBOs are also key to accessing the largest talent pool possible within the region,
ensuring that businesses have access to the widest range of talent the region has to offer in order to meet
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their needs. Regional partners will work to ensure that CBOs see the value proposition for being involved
with regional sector and career pathways initiatives. This includes promoting awareness of how these
initiatives help all organizations and their clients meet their goals. CBOs will be included in all SlingShot
efforts as an important part of the supply-side partners that surround the businesses who are at the table.
NoRTEC will also ensure that CBOs are included in all efforts to articulate career pathways. They will be key
subject matter experts to make sure that their clients’ needs are communicated and incorporated and that
all populations can find on-ramps to pathways that are appropriate and easily understood.
Increasing access to support services as described in this section is one of the most important strategies to
ensuring that individuals are retained in the employment and training programs within regional sectors and
career pathways. Once these support services are available, individuals must be aware of them and trust
that accessing them is the right solution. NoRTEC and its partners are committed to ensuring that
customers are aware of the range of services that is available and that they feel valued and experience
great customer service that makes them likely to reach out again in the future when they are in need. The
relationships among partners is key to keeping in contact with individuals once they have “exited” or
completed a program to make sure that they know they can come back to any of these organizations if
they experience any barriers that threaten to keep them from progressing forward in their career pathway.
RPU partners also understand that an important component of high retention is ensuring that individuals
are in the programs and jobs that are the right fit. Case managers focus on client-centered and strengths
based case management to make sure that individuals are placed in the best positions for their needs and
interests. Client-centered and strengths based case management services include:
•

•

•

Comprehensive assessments of skill levels, employment history, strengths, weaknesses,
earning potential, employment goals, geographical area in which the client is willing and able
to work, disabilities as related to employment, need for training and supportive services,
barriers to employment, and services needed.
Assessment and IEP development, ideally completed within the first month of service.
Assessment tools may include, but are not limited to, DiSC, Strengths Finder, O-Net, Holland's
Theory of Career Choice, My Next Move, Myers Briggs, Elevations (skills, personality, and
values), and Prove-It.
Preparation of a competency-based Individual Employment Plan (IEP) agreed upon by the
client and career advisor to include employment goals, service plan, strategies to overcome
identified barriers and action items with deadlines for both the client and career advisor.

Job Quality Considerations
Each of the priority sectors that were identified by the NoRTEC WDB have opportunities for individuals at
various levels of education and experience. Wages in the NoRTEC region tend to be lower than neighboring
regions, and the WDB acknowledges that some of the occupations within its priority sectors may not meet
the State Board’s definition of good jobs. However, because of this, the WDB is focusing heavily on a career
pathways approach within regional sectors to ensure that upward mobility is available and that even if an
individual’s first step on a career pathway is not one that immediately provides economic security and
benefits.
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Healthcare
Most of the healthcare demand occupations fall within two categories – Direct Patient Care and
Diagnostic/Therapeutic occupations. Within Direct Patient Care, wages range from $9.48 for low-skilled
positions like Personal Care Aides and Home Health Aides, up to $51.30 per hour for Physical Therapists. In
the Diagnostic/Therapeutic category, wages range from $10.40 per hour for Social & Human Service
Assistants, up to $35.81 per hour for Clinical, Counseling, & School Psychologists. In both of these
categories, post-secondary education of some kind is likely necessary to obtain positions earning more than
NoRTEC’s regional median wage of $19.60.

Manufacturing
Within manufacturing there are many growing production occupations that do not require post-secondary
education for entry into the fields. These positions range widely from $10.00 to $35.28 depending on
experience. In the supervisory or management occupations within manufacturing, wages can begin around
$19.85 per hour and grow much higher for high level managers or executives. Most of the positions in this
industry have entry-level beginning wages that are lower than NoRTEC’s regional median wage of $19.60,
but offer opportunities for growth with experience to move above this threshold.

Agriculture
Most growing positions in the Agriculture industry do not require more training than a postsecondary
certificate, unless the worker becomes a manager. Within this industry, wages vary greatly at the lowest
skilled positions, ranging from $10.00 to $28.04 per hour. Wages for occupations requiring some postsecondary education range from $13.78 to $22.31 per hour. High level managers have projected earnings
anywhere from $20.00 to $50.00 per hour. Most of the positions in this industry have entry-level beginning
wages that are lower than NoRTEC’s regional median wage of $19.60.

Tourism
Most positions within tourism are lower-wage positions. NoRTEC sees these in many cases as opportunities
for workers to gain experience, building general and soft skills before entering other pathways or
management tracks within this industry. Entry level wages typically range from $10.00 to $12.00 per hour.
Most of these positions are below NoRTEC’s median wage of $19.60 and would be treated as stepping
stones to other higher-skilled, higher-wage positions.

Information Technology
While there are some support positions at lower wages in the IT industry, this industry typically offers higher
wages than most of the other priority industries. With some post-secondary education, but less than a
Bachelor’s degree, opportunities range from $16.70 to $36.10 per hour for positions like Computer User
or Network Support Specialists and Web Developers. The IT industry offers the most opportunities above
NoRTEC’s regional median wage of $19.60.
NoRTEC has created occupational outlooks for each of the WDB’s priority sectors showing more detailed
information about occupations that are growing within the region at different levels of education and
experience. These documents can be found in Attachment E.
As mentioned above, the NoRTEC WDB has identified five priority sectors that contribute or have the
potential to contribute the most to regional economic growth. The WDB understands that not all jobs
within these sectors represent strong career paths or positions with good wages and benefits. Many
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available positions in the NoRTEC region, and many of the persistent needs of employers, are at low-skill,
low-wage levels, particularly in the Tourism sector, which is prone to low wage and sometimes seasonal
positions. While NoRTEC understands and agrees that jobs with good wages and benefits are the ideal
target and that higher wage positions are what will enable economic growth for communities and residents,
they also see the low-skilled, low-wage positions as opportunities for young, early career, or inexperienced
workers to gain experience and workplace exposure. NoRTEC will be focusing its efforts on career pathway
development to ensure that if jobseekers are not able or ready to find high wage positions, they are at least
able to find a position that enters them into a clearly articulated career pathway with opportunities for
growth and upward mobility. NoRTEC and its partners are committed to ensuring that customers are
educated and aware of the career pathways that are available in the regional.
As career pathway development continues, NoRTEC and its partners will work to identify the employers
who are providing the greatest opportunities for local jobseekers, including those with barriers, and target
these entities for more exposure and input. NoRTEC will gather information from individual business
services representatives as well as industry sector convenings to identify these employers and prioritize
their engagement and service. A key component to identifying these employers is to have strong business
services representatives who are experts and specialize in specified target sectors, enabling them to speak
the same language as the industry employers and cultivate stronger relationships. NoRTEC will put more
resources and staff into job development that focuses on industry-tailored service, and is better able to
identify and respond to businesses’ unique needs.
NoRTEC will also work with partners, including business intermediaries such as employer associations and
chambers of commerce, to identify those businesses each organization has worked with in the past who
has been open to hiring high-need or disadvantaged populations. This network of partners will expand
NoRTEC’s resources and contact to ensure a wider range of opportunities are available for customers.

Incumbent Worker Training
Labor exchange and immediate job placement are critical roles for the workforce development system.
However, as confirmed through extensive input sessions and labor market analysis, NoRTEC understands
there is a need for workforce partners and education to take a longer-range view and expand emphasis on
ongoing worker skill development along career pathways, particularly to provide advancement
opportunities for entry-level and lower-skilled workers.
Incumbent worker training is a critical piece of promoting career pathways. Data from business surveys
administered through regional service providers showed that high-skilled positions are the most difficult
for employers to fill through recruitment. Educational attainment data for the NoRTEC region shows that
there are a significantly greater portion of adults who have started a postsecondary program or completed
an associate’s degree (40.2%) than the state (29.5%) or the nation (28.8%). 19 While this means that the
region may be more competitive for jobs that require between a high school and Associate’s degree, it also
means that the region has a lower percentage of workers with higher educational attainment levels,
creating a significant opportunity for upskilling workers. Incumbent worker training is a key tool to address
these challenges, allowing employers to upskill current employees into higher positions, opening up entry
level positions for new workers entering the labor force with lower skill levels. NoRTEC will work with its

19

U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey
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partners to identify employers for whom this training could be offered to upskill employees, opening entry
level positions.
Though upskilling creates advancement opportunities for workers, it can still leave employers with hiring
challenges for lower-skilled positions. In county input sessions and business surveys, employers indicated
that it is also difficult to find individuals who have strong soft skills to fill entry level, or low-skilled positions.
Because of this challenge, it is important to pair incumbent worker training with additional work-based
learning strategies that allow employers to expose potential workers to their operations. NoRTEC will
expand opportunities and enhance investments in employer-driven work-based training for both youth and
adults, including work experience, internships, OJT, incumbent worker training, customized training, and
Pre-Apprenticeships. It is important to note that expanding work-based training opportunities will require
that employers in the region are willing to participate in this initiative and offer training sites and training
mentors. Doing so may result in the need to expand youth career exploration and improve soft skills
development which could positively impact employee turnover. By exposing students to local businesses,
they are gaining experience in real world situations, and learning some of the soft skills that are required
to be successful in the workplace.
NoRTEC and its partners will work through business services representatives and industry convenings to
ensure that employers are aware of the benefits of work-based learning and including incumbent worker
training as part of a larger career pathway. This will require a greater focus on relationship building with
business customers as opposed to transactional services. Staff will work to keep in regular contact with
businesses, especially those utilizing incumbent worker training funds, to ensure that there is a progression
for those individuals receiving training.

Regional Assessment
NoRTEC and its partners understand that having quality information regarding training-related
employment for individuals entering the labor market will come from strong information and data sharing
practices and integrating information systems to the greatest extent possible. Regional partners are
working together to align and integrate existing data sources to ensure consistent and complete data across
workforce and education systems as much as possible. NoRTEC and other partners are aware of the work
that is being done at the State level to integrate data and will look to the State workgroup on Data Sharing
and Performance Accountability for direction as they move forward with data sharing. State data sources
include:
•

CalJOBS

•

California Department of Adult Education – AEO Title II TOPSpro

•

DOR IV Accessible Web-Based Activity Reporting Environment (AWARE)

•

State VR RSA Case Services Report, RSA-911

NoRTEC’s Service Providers in several counties are working with Adult Education agencies to ensure
participant data is thoroughly tracked. The information systems used can identify employment after a
participant has left the program and can match completed training to industry employment. Some of these
Adult Education agencies include Shasta Adult Schools, Shasta College Literacy Program, Trinity School
District, Anderson Union High School District, CHYBA, Gateway to College, Shasta Co Office of Education,
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Gateway School District, College of the Siskiyous, Feather River College, Plumas Crisis Intervention &
Resources, and Plumas Unified School District.
Information and data sharing is also a key part of the regional MOU (see Attachment C). AJCC partners have
committed to principles of common reporting and sharing information through electronic dissemination
and shared technology. Partners will share data to the greatest extent allowable under governing legislation
and confidentiality requirements. To aid in sharing, partners will work together to develop enhancements
to current technology to improve common interfaces. Partners will also ensure that shared data is used
only for its strictly intended purpose, as increased data sharing must be done with the highest level of
confidence that security is maintained.

Additional Federal WIOA Regional Plan Requirements
The only Federal Requirement not covered in the State’s Regional Plan requirements is requirement H:
“The establishment of an agreement concerning how the planning region will collectively negotiate and
reach agreement with Governor on local levels of performance for, and report on, the performance
accountability measures described in WIOA Section 116(c), for the Local Workforce Development Area(s)
(Local Area) or the planning region”
Because NoRTEC is the only Local Area in the North State RPU, negotiation on local performance levels and
performance reporting will be completed as an individual Local Board rather than collectively.

Regional MOUs and Cooperative Service Agreements
NoRTEC’s Regional Memorandum of Understanding can be found in Attachment C.

Community College and AEBG Related Attachments
The North Far North Regional Plan is scheduled to be finished by January 31, 2017. Upon completion of this
plan, it will be included in Attachment D.
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Introduction
The goal of this strategic plan is to create a regional vision for workforce development for the NoRTEC
region. Consisting of 11 counties – Butte, Del Norte, Lassen, Modoc, Nevada, Plumas, Sierra, Shasta,
Siskiyou, Tehama, and Trinity – the region covers a vast geographical area, with diverse landscapes and
economies. Though the region contains many local communities, each with unique strengths and needs,
stakeholders identified common opportunities and challenges across county lines and municipal borders.
Moreover, these stakeholders recognize the role NoRTEC can play in creating and maintaining a regional
network to address and share successes, resources, labor market information, and best practices.
Together, participants in this workforce development network can strengthen communities across the
entire region through collaborative efforts to serve businesses, support job seekers, and engage partners
in a shared vision for success and opportunity.
The goals outlined in this plan provide guidance for the work of the NoRTEC Workforce Development
Board and its engagement with regional partner organizations. Goals identified by the Board include:
Goal 1: Increase connections with employers to understand current and emerging business needs
and increase awareness of the services that are available to businesses.
Goal 2: Implement career pathway strategies to fulfill the employment needs of the region.
Goal 3: Promote open communication among local and regional workforce partners to create a
shared vision and regional strategy.
Goal 4: Increase awareness of NoRTEC activities, fostering regional awareness and partnerships.
The plan that follows provides a rationale for each goal and identifies strategies that can serve as a
roadmap to achieve these goals through implementation.
Many community members were engaged throughout this strategic planning process and made this plan
a truly collaborative effort. Their engagement has been crucial in the creation of the plan and will be even
more important for implementation. Active partners will bring this plan and the vision for workforce
development to life in each of the region’s communities. We hope that as a result of the implementation
of this plan, the NoRTEC region will be home to a strong coordinated workforce development system,
serving our many healthy and thriving communities.
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Strategic Planning Process
The NoRTEC Workforce Development Board began this strategic planning process in early 2016, with an
eye toward a completed strategic plan by Fall 2016. The process included a variety of information
gathering and data analysis activities to gather a baseline of information from which to discuss strategic
priorities. In addition to these activities, the Board held three strategic planning sessions to discuss its
goals and priorities for the process and final plan. Each element of the strategic planning process is
described below.

Business
Survey
Asset
Inventory

Data Analysis

Input
Sessions

NoRTEC
Workforce
Development
Board
Strategic Plan

Board
Strategic
Planning
Sessions

Data Analysis
A data-driven picture of the region’s economy and labor market is essential to creating effective
strategies. To that end, the Board conducted an industry sector analysis and regional and county labor
market profiles. The industry sector analysis identified strong and emerging industries for the region
based on a variety of elements, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional competitive advantages;
Wage trends;
Employment size;
Relative employment concentration;
Presence of supporting educational and training programs;
Matching of area strengths to industry needs;
Positive outlook with consideration of the impact of macroeconomic trends;
Economic impact multipliers; and
Workforce availability.
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This information was used to identify the Board’s priority sectors for the strategic plan. Regional and
county labor market profiles were also created to describe demographics, labor force characteristics, and
industry and occupational trends and needs at both the regional and sub-regional levels.

Business Survey
NoRTEC’s Service Providers conducted nearly 300 surveys with businesses across the region to capture
their talent and skill needs, hiring projections, and the workforce-related factors that accelerate or inhibit
their business growth. In most cases, surveys were conducted in person to allow for connections and
relationships to be built between the businesses and service providers. All responses were captured in an
online tool to allow for analysis within and across industries and counties.

Asset Inventory
One of the primary roles of the Board is to be a convener and to develop partnerships with other entities
around the region with similar or supporting missions and services. An asset inventory was completed to
pull together a listing of as many of these partners and potential partners as possible in one central
location. This research has multiple goals. First, the inventory can serve as a quick reference to partners
across the region to find details and contact information for other organizations for referrals, networking,
and/or collaborative efforts. The inventory is also intended to help paint a picture of the current regional
workforce development system and can be used to identify where there may be gaps. These gaps may
indicate where new partnerships need to be formed or where current partners may need to create or
promote innovative solutions to fill a need. The inventory is intended to be a living document with new
organizations and programs continually added as they come to light.

Input Sessions
It was very important to the Board that each of the regional communities was involved in the planning
process and had input into the Board’s goals and strategies. Seventeen input sessions were held around
the region, one with service providers, and at least one in each of NoRTEC’s 11 counties. Service providers
were integral in advertising the county sessions and inviting key local businesses and community partners.
The service provider session lasted 90 minutes and included a mixture of large group discussion and small
group conversations with report outs. Each county session also lasted approximately 90 minutes and
began with introductions around the room. Across many of these sessions, attendees were able to make
new connections with others and began to discuss ideas among themselves for new ways to partner and
collaborate. County sessions were conducted as large group discussions, and the topics covered in the
discussion included:





Challenges and opportunities for local businesses
Service needs and availability
Workforce challenges and skills gaps
Priorities for regional workforce development

Strategic Planning Sessions
Three strategic planning sessions were held with the Board in April, August, and October 2016.
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Session One
At the first session, national workforce consultants delivered a presentation to the Board about its role
within the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act as well as characteristics of high impact workforce
boards across the country. Following this presentation, the Board discussed where its strengths and
opportunities for improvement existed in relation to these roles and characteristics. The board also began
to discuss its mission and vision. Finally, during this session the Board began to brainstorm and prioritize
the high level strategic issues that members believed would be most important to address in the strategic
plan.

Session Two
At the second session, the Board reviewed the findings from the business survey, county input sessions,
and a high-level report of the industry data analysis. After the first planning session, the Executive
Committee reviewed and edited several sample Mission and Vision statements; these were then
presented to the Board for review and discussion. After discussing and revising the sample statements,
the board adopted a Mission and Vision. To finish the meeting, the Board divided into groups to review
the focus areas that had been identified during the first planning session and brainstormed goals and
strategies that would address the identified strategic issues and make up the strategic plan.

Session Three
The third planning session included a final presentation of the data analysis and a discussion around
prioritizing targeted industry sectors. This session was also used to present the strategic plan elements
as created and refined throughout the planning process. Examples of ways to engage partners in
implementation as well as action steps and measures of success were discussed. This conversation was
the first step to discussing implementation and planning to ensure that the strategic plan momentum is
maintained and carried to all communities within the region.

Strategic Plan
The strategic plan that resulted from the process described above can be found on the following pages.
This plan includes Mission and Vision statements for the Board as well as four goals and accompanying
strategies. The final section of the plan includes implementation recommendations and progress tracking
tools.
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NoRTEC Workforce Development Board Strategic Plan 2016
VISION
Partners combining their diverse strengths to support healthy and thriving communities.

MISSION
To develop strategic partnerships and solutions that meet the workforce needs of businesses and
jobseekers, promoting the economic growth of our region.

GOALS
O N E

T W O

T H R E E

F O U R

Increase connections
with employers to
understand current and
emerging business needs
and increase awareness
of the services that are
available to businesses.

Implement career
pathway strategies to
fulfill the employment
needs of the region.

Promote open
communication among
local and regional
workforce partners to
create a shared vision
and regional strategy.

Increase awareness of
NoRTEC activities,
fostering regional
awareness and
partnerships.

GOAL ONE STRATEGIES:
1. Leverage Board members’ connections with employers.
2. Convene sector conversations and partnerships in key regional
industries. Increase the number of employers reached to better
understand needs and emerging industries.
3. Identify core services available to businesses throughout the
region and retain information in a centralized format.
4. Expand business outreach through a unified regional approach.
5. Promote entrepreneurship and small business development.
6. Educate employers on effective hiring and screening practices,
succession planning, navigating the system, etc.
7. Develop and implement a communication strategy and outreach
plan.

GOAL THREE STRATEGIES:
1. Create a central hub to communicate information about
collaborative efforts and results, community happenings, and
resources available.
2. Promote county- or region- wide collaboration to leverage
resources and expand innovative solutions.
3. Promote common recruitment and talent attraction strategies.
4. Convene meetings with local workforce leaders to maintain
momentum and progress on strategic plan implementation and
regularly evaluate the relevance of the identified strategies.
a. Create annual action plans, identifying resources
needed, partner roles and responsibilities, and timelines
for completion.
b. Share progress regularly.

GOAL TWO STRATEGIES:
1. Map career pathways for each identified industry sector.
2. Work with educational partners to incorporate soft skill training
into career programs.
3. Educate youth on local opportunities and career pathways
through connections with employers for exposure and
mentorship.
4. Promote the value of work-based learning to employers and
facilitate increased participation.
5. Increase and improve distance learning opportunities and
access.
6. Identify the career expectations and desires for each
generational group and customize approaches accordingly.

GOAL FOUR STRATEGIES:
1. Personally invite local (State and Federal) representatives to
attend NoRTEC board meetings and communicate about the
work of the Board.
2. Increase connections with local economic development
organizations for collective advocacy.
3. Regularly collect information about the impact of the workforce
system to use when communicating the value of the system, its
partners, and services to policy makers
4. Develop and share a tagline for board members and others to
begin using.
5. Contribute to the regional conversations about access to
internet, housing, and transportation and how this affects
workforce development.

VISION
Partners combining their diverse strengths to support healthy and thriving communities.

MISSION
To develop strategic partnerships and solutions that meet the workforce needs of businesses and
jobseekers, promoting the economic growth of our region.

GOALS AND STRATEGIES
GOAL 1: Increase connections with employers to understand current
and emerging business needs and increase awareness of the services
that are available to businesses.
Rationale:
The best way to understand the needs of businesses in the local economy is to hear it directly from
business customers. Increasing connections with businesses will provide a clearer picture of the local
demand for talent. Coordinated outreach through multiple local partners will help to reach a greater
breadth of businesses without sacrificing the quality of these connections. This will also minimize
duplication of outreach, which can lead to employer fatigue. Furthermore, coordinating with other
agencies will also provide business services representatives with a larger toolbox from which to help
businesses meet their needs. The more connections that can be made, the more awareness will be built
of NoRTEC, its services, and the services of its partners. It will be important to coordinate business
outreach at two levels: across sector to identify and address common needs and individually to businesses
to introduce them to and assist them in accessing partner services.
Recognizing the opportunities presented by small business development, entrepreneurship is also
included within this goal. This is particularly important in the more rural communities within the region
and will be integral to their economic development.

STRATEGIES:
1. Leverage Board members’ connections with employers.
2. Convene sector conversations and partnerships in key regional industries. Increase the number of
employers reached to better understand needs and emerging industries.
3. Identify core services available to businesses throughout the region and retain information in a
centralized format.
4. Expand business outreach through a unified regional approach.
5. Promote entrepreneurship and small business development.
6. Educate employers on effective hiring and screening practices, succession planning, navigating
the system, etc.
7. Develop and implement a communication strategy and outreach plan.
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GOAL 2: Implement Career Pathway strategies to fulfill the
employment needs of the region.
Rationale:
Career Pathway strategies allow regions and service providers to prioritize resources to those areas of
employment that provide the most opportunity for jobseeking customers. While identifying priority
sectors for service clearly benefits business customers within those sectors, it is also a great benefit to
individuals who are pursuing training or exploring career opportunities. Creating awareness of the region’s
most prominent and emerging industries provides a target for those who are deciding what area will give
them the greatest chance for employment and advancement. Career pathways are essential to this
awareness, showing young people and exploring workers of all ages the opportunities that are available
for growth in the local economy through work experience and further training.

STRATEGIES:
1. Map career pathways for each identified industry sector.
2. Work with educational partners to incorporate soft skill training into career programs.
3. Educate youth on local opportunities and career pathways through connections with employers
for exposure and mentorship.
4. Promote the value of work-based learning to employers and facilitate increased participation.
5. Increase and improve distance learning opportunities and access.
6. Identify the career expectations and desires for each generational group and customize
approaches accordingly.
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GOAL 3: Promote open communication among local and regional
workforce partners to create a shared vision and regional strategy.
Rationale:
Cultivating a network of partners and promoting aligned and collaborative efforts is critical for success,
especially because of the large geographic area and diversity of the NoRTEC region. This network and
communication will help to keep local community members and organizations engaged without feeling
like they are lost in a larger regional organization. Collaboration is key to leveraging resources as far as
they can go for communities across the region. While there is a great deal of excellent work happening on
a smaller scale in many communities, a regional network can help to bring those efforts to a larger scale,
sharing best practices, learning from others’ mistakes, and benefitting from others’ wins.

STRATEGIES:
1. Create a central hub to communicate information about collaborative efforts and results,
community happenings, and resources available.
2. Promote county- or region- wide collaboration to leverage resources and expand innovative
solutions.
3. Promote common recruitment and talent attraction strategies.
4. Convene meetings with local workforce leaders to maintain momentum and progress on strategic
plan implementation and regularly evaluate the relevance of the identified strategies.
a. Create annual action plans, identifying resources needed, partner roles and
responsibilities, and timelines for completion.
b. Share progress regularly.
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GOAL 4: Increase awareness of NoRTEC activities, fostering regional
awareness and partnerships.
Rationale:
In order to become a hub for communication about workforce development issues throughout the region,
NoRTEC and the Board must increase the awareness and understanding of its mission and vision, thus
increasing its influence and bringing attention to the region. This involves clear communication about who
the Board and the organization is, what it does, and the value it provides as well as sharing information
about trends and issues in workforce development.
Part of this awareness is contributing to regional advocacy. Advocacy is a role of the Board that can be an
overarching tool to support all of the Board’s efforts – those working toward the other goals listed above
as well as its collaborative efforts with other agencies and partners. Some of the issues that necessarily
affect workforce development, such as infrastructure needs like housing, transportation, and internet
access, are outside of the Board’s direct influence. Yet, the Board’s focus on advocacy can lead to a greater
understanding and awareness of these issues that are so vitally important to the regional communities,
even if directly serving these needs is not possible.

STRATEGIES:
1. Personally invite local (State and Federal) representatives to attend NoRTEC board meetings and
communicate about the work of the Board.
2. Increase connections with local economic development organizations for collective advocacy.
3. Regularly collect information about the impact of the workforce system to use when
communicating the value of the system, its partners, and services to policy makers
4. Develop and share a tagline for board members and others to begin using.
5. Contribute to the regional conversations about access to internet, housing, and transportation
and how this affects workforce development.
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Implementation Strategies
The approved goals and strategies must be supported by a detailed action plan and structure for
implementation. This will ensure that the strategic plan does not just sit on the shelf, rather it is used as
a guidepost for action and continuing work toward a stronger regional workforce development system
that supports employment opportunity and a thriving economy. Strategies for a successful
implementation of the strategic plan are included below.
1. Develop an overarching communication strategy. Communicating about the results of the
strategic planning process and all implementation efforts will be important to keep stakeholders
engaged and to ensure a consistent message is disseminated throughout the region. NoRTEC’s
monthly newsletter presents a great opportunity for this communication. Through this channel,
the plan can be rolled out, stakeholders can be invited to participate, and progress can be
reported on a regular basis as implementation moves forward. Efforts will be made to proactively
identify additional stakeholders who should be added to the distribution of this and other
communications as implementation gets underway. NoRTEC also will seek opportunities to spread
the word about the plan and opportunities to become involved through speaking engagements.
2. Identify local champions to maintain momentum in local communities. So many individuals were
involved in the planning process, especially through the county input sessions held throughout
the region. There was a high level of enthusiasm around being a part of the solution and a
willingness to contribute to the strategic plan’s implementation. Keeping these individuals
engaged in action planning and implementation and communicating updates on the progress
toward the strategic plan will be important to keeping a local focus in each community. Towards
this end, the board will identify individuals who are enthusiastic and hold influence in their
communities to serve as strategic plan champions, keeping a focus on local implementation and
a connection to the larger regional strategy.
3. Create Regional Action Teams as a mechanism to tie ongoing work together. As initiatives will
have regional, sub-regional, and local work, it is important to have a mechanism to tie these levels
together. One way to do this is through the use of regional action teams and a network of local
partners who are engaged in implementing. Regional action teams can be developed at the goal
level (i.e., career pathways) or around specific strategies (i.e., entrepreneurship). In either case,
regional action teams would assess the region’s success and needs in the particular area (career
pathways, entrepreneurship, etc.), identify the specific steps that would be necessary to advance
the goal or strategy, and identify the partners and assets throughout the region who can
contribute to the Board’s action plan. These steps can be converted into an action plan to guide
the team (See Implementation Strategy #6 below). In many cases, planning and assessment will
be done at the regional level, but action will happen in local communities and be communicated
back to regional groups. As work is completed and new needs are identified, the regional action
team can continually assess the feedback that is coming from local communities and determine
what other partners need to be included in implementation.
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4. Balance regional vision and local action. The asset inventory was a first step to identifying some
of the important work that is happening locally that can be leveraged to contribute to the Board’s
strategic goals. Continuing to identify and build upon these local efforts will help to ensure that
local action is at the center of regional plan implementation. The asset map will be updated on a
regular basis to provide an accurate representation of the workforce development system and
serve as a reference for partners when creating and implementing regional action plans. As
described above, reengaging the individuals who were involved in the county input sessions is
also important to maintaining local connections. It is important for the Board to continue to
cultivate relationships with these individuals to tie together regional and local action. Board
meetings also will be a time to keep the regional vision at the forefront, reporting out on all the
local activities that are taking place and making connections across the region to expand
successful efforts and share best practices.
5. Utilize board members as Action Team Chairs. Each regional action team engaging in planning,
convening partners, and implementing strategies should have a chair who is a member of the
Board who is particularly passionate about that area. This person would be responsible for leading
meetings and reporting back to the full Board on progress. This will help to ensure that the
strategies are Board-driven, board members are engaged, and board meetings are focused on the
strategic work happening through all areas of the plan.
6. Create annual Action Plans. Annual action plans will help to focus the Board’s work even more
specifically than is laid out at the strategy level of this plan. Action plans may be created for a goal
or a particular strategy. That said, it will be important to for the plan as a whole, as much of the
work will be intertwined. For example, the understanding of business need described in goal 1 is
critical for the creation of career pathway strategies described in goal 2. Partnerships will vital to
ensuring the work continues at the local level across the region. Staff will be key to ensuring
communication happens among different groups or subcommittees that are action planning and
focusing on implementation initiatives.
A good action plan includes detailed tasks for completion, including timelines and deadlines,
champions, partners to be engaged, resources needed, and potential obstacles to address. A
sample template for these action plans is found in Appendix A.
7. Continuously track progress. Continuous updates about strategic plan progress help to keep
board members and other participants engaged and making connections across different efforts
and initiatives. It is important to update on all types of progress—whether it is a completed task,
a breakthrough, or an obstacle met. Structuring the board meeting agenda around report outs on
work toward each goal is a great way to ensure the strategic plan is always at the forefront of the
Board’s conversations. A sample template for reporting on progress is also found in Appendix A.
Tracking metrics will also help to assess the success of the strategic plan and implementation.
Some metrics should be process-based (i.e. monitoring the tasks completed, or “checking off
boxes”) while others should be outcome-based, measuring the key indicators that are expected
to be moved by progress on the strategic plan. One method of tracking these indicators is through
the use of a balanced scorecard. A sample template for a balanced scorecard may also be found
in Appendix A.
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8. Tie the strategic plan to the WIOA Regional and Local Plan and California State priorities. The
strategic plan will naturally inform several of the WIOA Local Plan requirements, establishing the
region’s vision and goals and supporting the priorities that were set by the State workforce board.
Weaving this strategic vision throughout the operational requirements of the plan will help to
take the current work of the Board to the next level, providing a basis for aligning, recognizing,
and leveraging the strengths of regional partners. While some of these connections and efforts
may not be completely new to the Board, the established vision will help to create a guidepost
and an additional purpose behind this work. Clearly tying regional goals and strategies to State
priorities will also help to make connections with others across the state who are undertaking
similar strategies and can share best practices.
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Appendix A: Implementation Templates
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Action Planning Template
Action

Deadline

Responsible

Resources Needed

Measure of Progress

Strategy 1.

Strategy 2.
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Progress Reporting Template
Goal:
Strategy:
Champion:
Date:
Actions completed since last report:

Actions behind schedule:

Issues or concerns:

Have any changes or amendments been made to the action plan?

Are there any additional resources needed at this time?

Are there any decisions that need to be made by the Board at this time?

Next Steps:
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Balanced Scorecard Template
Performance Measures

Target

Current
YTD

Status

Comments

GOAL 4

GOAL 3

GOAL 2

GOAL 1

Strategies
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Butte County
Themes
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

There are many resources available to help meet business needs in Butte County, but often
employers are not aware of them, or they do not know where to start. A centralized location
to find out about the availability and process for accessing resources would be useful, both
for employers to be able to research and for the various community partners to be able to
understand the breadth of services to which they can refer business customers.
Entrepreneurship is a big opportunity for Butte County and the region. There is a strong
entrepreneurial spirit among residents and there are a lot of opportunities for support.
Storefronts that went empty in the last few years provide opportunities for new small
business owners to take advantage of, and the aging and retiring population provides a talent
pool for potential mentors and success stories.
Employers are having a hard time finding the right candidates – they may have a high volume
of candidates, but often do not have the ability to find the right information or validate the
skills of these candidates. Because of this, turnover is a big problem for many employers, and
they are more and more time and money in recruiting, screening, and hiring processes. There
may be opportunities to help employers refine hiring processes to ensure maximum efficiency
based on sharing of best practices.
Participants identified the need to reach students at a younger age to communicate local
career opportunities and information about what it takes to hold a job. This education at the
high school level and even earlier can help to set expectations for pursuing education or
employment after graduation.
A lack of basic work readiness skills permeates many of the issues related to hiring and
retention, among youth and adults. Training options to build these skills, and even certify
them where possible, could help employers in their screening practices.
While entry-level positions were mentioned as difficult to fill for most employers, first-line
supervisors and leaders to guide these entry level workers were also identified as a need.
Having effective employees in these leadership positions is vital to the retention and
development of entry level workers.
There are various infrastructure issues that affect the ability of local businesses to grow and
build or attract a strong workforce. These include the lack of four-lane highways through parts
of the County for easy transportation, expensive utilities, limited internet connectivity in
some areas, and a lack of housing for workers, especially at entry-level positions and wages.

Attendees
Chico Session, May 9, 2016, 12:00-1:30pm, Manzanita Place
Name
Anna Thornton
Annie Rafferty
Audrey Taylor

Brandon Slater
Cathi Grams

Industry Represented
City of Chico
Butte College
Business Consulting
Construction/VCE
Butte County

Name
Mark Pierce
Mark Thorp
Mary Duran
Mary Sakuma
Mary Von Rotz

Industry Represented
Agriculture
Paradise Chamber
Healthcare
BCOE
BCOE
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Courtney Farell
Dave Ferrier
Deanna Abrahamian
Debra Mills
Denise Farell
Heather Chamizo
Heather MacDonald

Non-Profit
Affordable Housing
Butte County
EDD/Govt./Labor Market
Healthcare
EDD/Govt./Labor Market
Butte County

Heather Ugie
Jackie Gitman
Jen Miltner
Jennifer Macarthy
John Crowley
Julie Romero
Keith Lane
Kelsay Torres
Lorraine Gauthier
Luis Alejo
Mark Orme

Chamber
Senior Care
Manufacturing
Butte County
Healthcare
BCOE
BCOE
Chamber
Staffing
EDD/Govt./Labor Market
City of Chico

Melissa Rice
Mike Sealey
Patti Patheal
Ravi Saip
Rick Nielson
Sean Farrell
Stacey Quackenbush
Supervisor Doug
Teeter
Susan Steward
Tammy Goss
Tawnya Shumway
Terri Morris
Tim Sharkey
Tim VanderHeiden
Timothy Sharkey
Vince Haynie
Wendy Poerter

Technology
Manufacturer
Agriculture
Manufacturer
Training Technology
Butte County
Non-Profit
Butte County Supervisor
BCOE
Agriculture
Healthcare
Banking
Job Skills Training
Manufacturer
Non-Profit
Public Radio
Chico Start

Oroville Session, May 9, 2016, 8:00-9:30am, Table Mountain Golf Course
Name
Amelia Hoke
Bruce Hall
Courtney Hill
Kate Leyden
Kraig Morgan
Matt Ensworth
Myron Curtis

Industry Represented
GPI
Building Materials
Manufacturing
Construction
Restaurant
Lumber
Butte College

Name
Nou Vang
Olivia Grieco
Rick Farley
Sandy Linville
Steve Andrews
Tim Taylor

Industry Represented
Staffing
Agriculture
Government
NonProfit
Restaurant
BCOE

Del Norte County
Themes
•

•

Del Norte County is somewhat isolated from other parts of California, which makes it difficult
to travel in and out of the area, and even within the County. This makes access to training
difficult, as it is not economical to host certain education opportunities for the small
population.
Participants identified the need to pursue more creative modes of training, either through
distance learning, or more short-term, specialized trainings that can be brought to the area
without the need for more infrastructure to be built.
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•

•

•

Community partners attending the input session recognized that there are many resources in
Del Norte County, but they are not always on the same page about what else exists and who
may be able to work together. Participants suggested instituting a business roundtable of
organizations that support businesses to collaborate, align resources, eliminate duplication,
and provide effective services and referrals for local businesses.
Entrepreneurship and small business development are big opportunities in Del Norte County,
especially for capturing youth who often have a different mindset about their desired work
environment than generations before. Creative entrepreneurship is needed in the area,
beyond only manufacturing and service-related industries, but into more diverse sectors.
Soft skills and foundational skills were identified as gaps in the workforce. Beyond this,
participants recognized the importance of providing opportunities for students to learn these
skills and also to practice them, through work experiences and mentorship.

Attendees
Crescent City Session, May 23, 2016, 12:30-2:00pm, Rural Human Services
Name

Company

Name

Thunder Rivera
Brian Ridgley
Karla Kramer
Janelle Walton
Gail Viellieux
Jake Peckwan

Yurok Tribe
Safeway
Walmart
Walmart
Lucky 7 Casino
WRCF

Connie Battles-Bern
Kathryn Murray
Jennifer Daniels
Chris Howard
Stephanie Alexandre
Debbie Williams

Company
Redwood National and
State Parks
Crescent City
DOR/TPP
Alexandre Dairy
Alexandre Dairy
DNCCC

Lassen County
Themes
•

•
•

•

Lassen County is home to one federal and two state prisons, which account for a large portion
of the employment in the county. This has great effects on the local workforce and
community. These jobs pay higher wages than many comparable local jobs, therefore creating
a high turnover rate for local facilities. If more coordinated, the typical paths among these
agencies could be documented and used as an opportunity for local career pathways.
Because of the large presence of the prisons in the county, many young people do not see the
other employment opportunities that exist in the county if they were to stay after graduation.
Participants agreed that soft skills training and education is a great need in the community,
especially among youth. Other foundational work skills are also difficult to find, such as
written and spoken communication and customer service. Many of these skills can be built
through experience, whether it is through work-based learning with youth, or on the job with
mentoring from managers and coworkers.
The communication channels that inform everyone about important community information
are not clear. This is true for information about community events, resource availability, and
job opportunities. There are opportunities to identify the most effective modes of
communication to increase the reach of local agencies and businesses. A regular listing of the
hot jobs in the county and how to access applications should be advertised more.
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Attendees
Susanville Session, May 10, 2016, 3:00-4:30pm, Lassen County Fairgrounds
Name
Maria Nye
Andy Beck

Company
Plumas Bank
HDSP - CDCR

Name
Chris Gallagher
Dean Growdon

Cheryl Douglas
Dr. Marlon Hall
Melody Brawley
Kristen Wilburn
Jim Kodyman
David Tecter

Lassen County Personnel
Lassen College
Lassen County HSS
CHP
Payless Building Supply
Margie's Book Nook

John Larrivee
Chris Sullivan
Kelley Cote
Tammy Swayze
Sherri Lian
Stacy Dixon

Dan Howard

Susanville Indian Rancheria
Diamond Mt. Casino &
Hotel
Diamond Mt. Casino &
Hotel

Paige Brolio

Company
Indian Valley CSD
Sheriff
Lassen Community
College
DCSS
DCSS
Customer Talk
Northeastern Health
SIRCO
Lassen Community
College

Luis Alejo

EDD

Jim Murphy
Campbell Jamieson

Modoc County
Themes
•

•

•

•

There are a variety of resources, services, and planning efforts that exist currently in Modoc
County, but each community within the county is doing things on their own. Participants
recognized that county-wide collaboration and aligning these efforts could help to maximize
resources and increase the reach of influence.
Modoc County has several highly engaged communities that leads to a high level of
involvement by community members. Participants emphasized the importance of ensuring
adequate follow up throughout these collaborative efforts; continuing communication about
results and next steps to ensure that individuals stay engaged and see the impact of their
involvement. A website to communicate all of this information could be helpful to keep
everyone informed.
Participants identified entrepreneurship and small business ownership as great opportunities
in Modoc County. There is commercial space available in Alturas and other areas of the county
as well as a variety of service gaps that need to be filled. Entrepreneurship can help to make
the connection between the available space and service needs of the community.
Much of Modoc County’s employment is in State or Federal government positions, due in part
to the high proportion of public lands in the county. Many local jobseekers do not apply for
these State and Federal jobs, potentially because the hiring process is not centralized in
Modoc County. These jobs could provide great employment opportunities for local jobseekers
if connections are made with these public entities to increase awareness and advertising of
open positions.
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•

There is a perception among youth in the county that they need to leave the area to find good
employment. While it is inevitable that some will leave for jobs or education, promoting the
opportunities that are available locally to high school students may help some see what is
available to them if they stay, especially the career pathways that are available for growth
beyond entry level or low-wage positions.

Attendees
Alturas Session, May 10, 2016, 9:00-10:30am, Niles Hotel

Name
Juanita Trenkle
Lesley Hanson

Name
Stephen Riley
Dianna Bass

Company
USDA Forest SVC.
Cavasso Comp

Julie Carrillo

Rite Aid

Terry Carrillo

Dollar General

Diane Fogle
Joni Bogardus
Kathy Delgado
Wendy Rohrbacker
Jim Brown

CalWORKS
US Bank
Pacific Crest FCU
Pacific Crest FCU
JNR Hotel

Nate Packer
Hal Sillimon

Company
Goose Lake Medical
Lake Health District
Modoc County Board of
Supervisors
Modoc County Board of
Supervisors
Modoc County Board of
Supervisors
NoRTEC/ Modoc Econ. Dev
Alturas Ranches
Phillips Fincancial Sevices
Modoc Co. Planning Dept.
Bureau of Land
Managemet
Consultant

Carol Cullins
Alan Cain

Sandra Parriott
John Dederick
Debbie Pederson
Alan Hopkins
Stan Yagi

Pages Market Corner Store
City of Alturas
MCTC/MTA Sage Stage
AFWD Board
Antonio's

Jim Cavasso
Isobel Lechner
Len Holzworth
Chester Robertson
Carol Sharp

Karen Stockton

Health Services

Kathie Rhoads

TEACH
Pioneer Auto Body
Niles/subway/Modoc
Steel
MMC
IPG
Modoc County CAO
Alturas Rotary
Modoc Co. Board of
Supr.

Jim Wills
Pat Cullins
Geri Byrne
Dwight Beeson
Leslie Boyle
Jim Phillips
Lori Galvin

Nevada County
Themes
•

•

Geographically, Nevada County is very wide and has a lot of variation in the land and types of
communities from one end to the other. There are also two chartered cities in the county
with differing needs. These characteristics can make it difficult to unite as a county.
There are many organizations in Nevada County that are service businesses, but their work
needs to be brought together and elevated so that more businesses are aware of what is
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•

•

•

•

•

available. Participants identified that it would be helpful to have a central hub for information
about business needs and the services that are available.
Housing and public transportation are large barriers for workforce in Nevada County.
Available housing is very expensive and not accessible for lower wage or seasonal workers.
Public transportation is very limited and the limited schedule eliminates it as an option for
many people.
Many people do not have a good understanding of what businesses and industries exist in the
county. Increasing awareness of local businesses can help with advertise job opportunities,
promote talent attraction, and get people more involved in their communities.
Connectivity is difficult or not available for much of the county. This affects both business
growth and attraction, as well as quality of life of residents. It also prevents the county from
being a place that individuals can live and work remotely for companies in other areas.
Nevada County has a technology heritage that can be an opportunity to expand on. The
technology industry is beginning to grow more in the county and can be accelerated by
increased workforce training in tech subjects, both in the high schools and other postsecondary training options.
The issue of marijuana legalization and cultivation is at the forefront of much public
discussion. Some participants felt that the issue is discussed so much that other things are
overshadowed or have fallen through the cracks. Some participants also identified that the
marijuana cultivation industry could provide a great opportunity to grow the local economy
when considering all of the ancillary services, such as technology, medical science and
research, and legal and regulatory functions.

Attendees
Truckee Session, May 12, 2016, 1:30-3:00pm, Joseph Center
Name
Tony Liu

Company
Panda Express

Name
Phil Jenkins

Jennifer Nelson

Safeway

Hannah Joyce

Brent Skidmore

Cintas-Ritz Carlton

Jesse McGraw

Ilonah Jean Santos

Wells Fargo Bank
Department of Rehab State of Calif

Teresa Crimmens

DOR Client
Contractors Association
Tahoe Truckee
CATT-Contractors
Association Tahoe Truckee
Starbucks

Sara Schrichte

Robin Marler
John Hawley
Dan Heller
Tom Just
Carla Gifford

Shyla Hale stewart

Company
Save Mart Supermarket
Squaw Valley Alpine
Meadows HR
Squaw Valley Public
Services District
Family Resource Center
of Truckee

Jeff Ridgel

Rite Aid Drugstore
Tahoe Truckee
Community Foundation
The Office BossManager

Eric Lundstrom

Safeway

Grass Valley Session, May 13, 2016, 8:30-10:00am, Brighton Greens Resource Center
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Name

Company

Name

Wyatt Howell

Comfort Keepers

Rick Helmer

Trysha Graff

Comfort Keepers

Luis Alejo

Samantha Green

Sierra Family Medical Clinic

Jon Gregory

Shirley Atenta

Chapa-De Indian Health
EDD State of CaliforniaWorkforce Services

Ed Scofield

Martha Escobedo

Company
EDD State of CaliforniaEmployment Program
Manager
EDD State of CaliforniaLMI
Nevada County
Economic Resource
Council
County of NevadaSupervisor

Nevada City Session, May 13, 2016, 12:00-1:30pm, Eric Rood Center
Name
Ed Beaudette
Dan Walmsley
Barbara Bitner
Jonathan Collier
Diana Gamzon

Company
Copperline Capital
Automatic Software
Developer
Nevada City Arts
Cal Growers
Cal Growers

Name
Trevina George

Company
Nevada County Works

Kevin Dyer
Susan Kadera
Tad Finkler

Nevada County Works
Nevada County HR
Finkler Design

Plumas County
Themes
•

•

•

•

Because of the county’s geography, communities on different sides of Plumas County are
somewhat disconnected from each other. Participants expressed interest in seeing more
county-wide collaborative strategies to move initiatives forward across the entire county to
maximize reach and resources. This includes a county-wide tourism and marketing strategy
to have a coordinated message for selling the county as a destination to move to or visit.
Talent attraction is necessary for communities in Plumas County, especially for seasonal
workers related to tourism. However, it can be difficult for workers coming from outside the
region to find housing. Many available properties are utilizes as vacation rentals and are too
expensive, especially for those earning seasonal or entry-level wages.
Participants expressed interest in seeing more work-based learning opportunities for high
school students, specifically pre-apprenticeship and mentoring programs. There are some
initiatives in the community that are connecting high school students with community
members for mentoring, and this network could be expanded to help provide youth with
more opportunities to experience local jobs and businesses.
Entrepreneurship was identified as a strong opportunity for residents of Plumas County,
especially utilizing technology. There are web-based frameworks or platforms that could
make it easier for individuals to start their own small businesses or bring needed services to
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•

•

the county. Education on these opportunities could help to promote entrepreneurship among
residents.
Participants identified the need for services to help employers think through different work
models that may be appealing to the available workforce, particularly millennials. Not all
businesses are able to be flexible with working conditions and schedules, but some could
benefit from creative approaches to boost employee engagement and retention.
Marijuana cultivation is already prevalent in Plumas County, and some participants identified
this as a potential opportunity. Should marijuana become legal in California, the county would
be a step ahead of others if it is able to be proactive and have the right ordinances and
regulations in place to support the industry.

Attendees
Chester Session, May 11, 2016, 9:30-11:00am, Elks Lodge
Name
Mat Fogarty
Stacy Fisher
Pamela Crespin
Janice White
Carol Franchetti
Susan Bryner

Company
Swiss House
Chester Progressive
FRC Adult Education
Collins Pine
Carol's Prattville Café
Coldwell Banker

Quincy Session, May 11, 2016, 2:00-3:30pm, Plumas/Sierra Fairgrounds
Name
Jim Meyers

Company
FRC

Name
Michele Piller

Chris Bell

Plumas Bank
EDD/Labor Market
information
California Cooperative
Extension
Plumas County Adult
Education

Charles Rush

Kristy Warren

SCFO
Plumas Unified School
District
Plumas Unified School
District
Plumas Unified School
District

Kevin Trutra

Feather River College

Richard Dolezal

Luis Alejo
Holly George
Pamela Crespin
Cindy Hogg
Terry Oestreich
Megan Daun

Kris Guess

Company
Plumas Rural Services
Plumas Family Resource
Center
Plumas Crisis
Intervention Resource

Debra Moore

Feather Publishing

Aimee Chudy
Lori Simpson

Quincy Natural Foods
Plumas Board of
Supervisors

DeeDee Driscoll

Quincy Hot Spot

Cheryl Reinitz

Forest Stationers
Quincy Chamber of
Commerce
Plumas County Adult
Education

Diane Forsberg
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Shasta County
Themes
•

•

•

•

Shasta County is one of the population centers of the region, and accordingly, there are a lot
of services available in the area for businesses and individuals. Participants identified that an
umbrella organization would be helpful that could coordinate all of these resources and
provide a clear picture on what is available and where to gain access.
Though there is a high number of community partners that are engaged in the county,
sometimes the level of employer input is not as high. Participants recognized that continually
gathering feedback and keeping open communication with employers is vital to providing
high quality workforce services.
Many employers are struggling with hiring and training practices that do not fit with the
changing economy and workforce. Education on the evolving best practices in human
resources-related processes would be helpful to many employers, especially those who don’t
have the time to think about making these changes on their own.
There are many involved, engaged, and generous community members who put a lot of time
and effort into community initiatives. People can get spread thin, so it is important to find
ways to engage more people in community efforts. There are some innovative efforts that
can make it profitable for individuals to spearhead community initiative. Combining personal,
social, and community interests may draw more to be involved.

Attendees
Redding Session, May 25, 2016, 8:00-9:30am, City of Redding Community Room
Name
Amber Yearton
Joe Chimenti
Miss McArthur
Sheila Stock

Company
EDD
Shasta Builder's Exchange
City of Redding
EDD

Name
Larry Olmstead
Kathy Royce
Larry Russell
Rich Pinnell

Chelsea Hendershot

Shasta College
Superior California
Economic Development
Dignity Health
DOR

Marjorie Carniero

Company
United Way
Shasta College
NoRTEC WDB
Banc Home Loan
Cornerstone Community
Bank

Tony Giovaniello
Heather Kelnhofer
Charlie Hoffman

Shasta EDC
Shasta
STROP

Loree Byzick
Dena Platz
Danielle Hackworth

Sierra County
Themes
•

Sierra County is home to small communities and a relatively small population, but there are
many great things happening across the county that benefit these communities. These small
strengths need to be gathered into a cohesive story that can be told about the county and
used to advertise it as a great place to live and work.
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•

•

•

The pool of workers in Sierra County is very small and there are not many local training options
which leads to having many positions that are very hard to fill. Recruitment and talent
attraction are difficult, but are necessary to fulfill skill needs that aren’t available locally. There
is not a common attraction strategy in the county to help bring workers to the area.
Talent attraction is especially difficult due to a lack of housing availability In Sierra County has
a great effect on the community and workforce. There are limited short-term or rental
properties in the county that could accommodate seasonal workers or those relocating from
other areas. There are some vacant houses in the community, but often the owners are
unknown or they need to be renovated.
Much of the land in Sierra County is owned by the Federal or State government. It is important
to make and maintain relationships with these entities for collaborative efforts, especially
around maintenance of infrastructure.

Attendees
Loyalton Session, May 12, 2016, 9:30-11:00am, Loyalton Social Hall
Name

Company

Name

Jan Buck
Miriam Dines

Sierra Booster
Sierra County DPW

Dana McAdams
Bonnie Jessee

Tom Dines
Mike Welbourn
Luis Alejo

Tom's Snowmobile
East Sierra Valley Chamber
EDD

Merrill Grant
Mary Ervin

Company
Health and Human
Services
Dickson Reality
Sierra County Office of
Education
Sierra County Chamber

Siskiyou County
Themes
•

•

•

•

There are instances of innovative initiatives that businesses are promoting individually or as
groups across Siskiyou County that need to be highlighted. When one business or group of
businesses has success with a program or practice, there should be a mechanism to share that
practice and keep an open dialogue for others to be able to learn from.
There are several emerging industries in Siskiyou County that should be supported and
nurtured to grow. It is important to have an understanding and to be able to identify these
emerging industries, recognizing that in small communities, the definition of emerging may
only include a few businesses. Sometimes these trends do not show up in data, so efforts
need to branch beyond the quantitative information.
The College has done a great job of listening to businesses and expanding offerings to more
students through distance learning opportunities. The connection between education and
industry in the area can continue be strengthened and so training is even more focused on
the skills needed by local employers, and employers are aware of the services and education
that is available.
Youth in Siskiyou County are often unaware of the opportunities that are available to them
locally for education or careers. If more education is done at an earlier age, a stronger pipeline
can be built that will prevent the need to look outside the community so much for workers.
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•

This can be done through promoting more volunteer opportunities, trade programs,
internships, and general information about the local economy and the value in staying in the
community.
There are opportunities to provide more education and resources to employers to identify
best practices in recruiting, screening, hiring, succession planning, and other human resourcerelated areas that are evolving as the generations in the talent pool evolve.

Attendees
Yreka Session, May 24, 2016, 8:30-10:00am, Holiday Inn Express Yreka-Shasta
Name
Joanie Zarzynski

Company
STEP

Name
Tonya Dowse

Kim Greene
Robert Taylor
Patti Daniels

STEP
COS
Brookdale Yreka
Fairchild Memorial Medical
Center
Department of
Rehabilitation

Karen Derry
Steve Baker
Mark Klever

Company
SC EDC
Karuk Community
Development
Yreka
2 Klever Cons

Tara Cunningham

STEP

Jonathan Andrus
Danielle Hackwork

Mt. Shasta Session, May 24, 2016, 3:00-4:30pm, Tree House Restaurant
Name

Company

Name

Logan B. Smith
Danielle Hackworth
Jill Harris
Janice Almond
Ed Valenzuela
Lita Evans
Sheila Stock

Siskiyou EDC
Dept. of DOR
Crystal Geyser Water Co.
Crystal Geyser Water Co.
Siskiyou County
Experience Works
EDD

Nancy Swift
Joanie Zarzynski
Josephine Toms
Mark Klever
Marcia Fischer
Todd Scott
Tara Cunningham

Company
Jefferson Econ Dev Insit
(JEDI)
STEP
STEP
Klever Cons
Ford Foundation
College of the Siskiyous
STEP

Tehama County
Themes
•

•

Tehama County is situated on a major transportation corridor and between two larger
population centers in the region, both of which provide economic opportunities and a larger
talent pool to draw from. This also can be a challenge, as wages are higher in the nearby cities,
and many workers are not opposed to commuting these distances for higher pay.
There are currently efforts in the county, such as Expect More Tehama, to encourage
collaboration among local organization and break down silos in services. These efforts should
be continued and expanded as much as possible to maximize the diminishing resources of
many organizations.
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•

•

There are a lot of personal relationships among community partners that help to spread
information, but there needs to be a greater focus on sharing this information more widely
and in a more sustainable way. This is true for programs and resources to support businesses
and community members as well as events and other opportunities that contribute to the
high quality of life in the area.
Participants recognized that as unemployment has decreased, employers have had to reach
out and consider new populations to fill positions, specifically including ex-offenders. Many
employers do not have full information to make them consider this population. Services to
help employers understand and find creative solutions to mitigate the risks and concerns that
they have would be very helpful.

Attendees
Red Bluff Session, May 26, 2016, 7:30-9:00am, Tremont Café
Name
Sheila Stock
Lynnette Corning
Amanda Jenkins
Rose Marie Hammer
Barbara Thomas
Candy Carlson
Sharon Young
Colleen Sheehan
Minnie Sagar
Randy Hansen
Rich DuVarney
Janet Blackketter
Sheila Stock
Lynnette Corning
Amanda Jenkins

Name
Danielle Hackworth
Phil Feser
Tammy Gildea
Kendall Pierson
Bill Goodwin
James Pendergraft
Cherish Padro
Amanda Sharp
Kathy Sarmiento
Holly Spaner
Kathy Garcia
Connie Ocampo
Mavis Carey

Trinity County
Themes
•

•

•

Trinity County has a wealth of natural resources that support a variety of industries and
contribute to the quality of life of residents. There are opportunities in agriculture, viticulture,
forest products, and tourism that can support economic activity and employment options in
the area.
Participants identified the need to focus more on an ongoing dialogue about the needs of
local employers and how the college, local schools, and community organizations can be
connected to address those needs.
The workforce and the community as a whole is aging and there is a lot of need for succession
planning among small businesses. The county is not as attractive for the younger generation
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•

•

•

because many feel that they need to leave for education and good jobs, and there are several
gaps in amenities or necessary services that prevent young families from settling in the area.
There are some instances where employers have found success partnering with local high
schools to educate students on local opportunities, encourage work-based learning
experiences, and provide more exposure to careers. This can help students understand the
variety of pathways that are available to them, including but not limited to going to college.
These efforts can be expanded to include more employers.
Some County processes that businesses need to engage with to operate are confusing and
prevent some businesses from growing. Participants suggested that resources to help
navigate these processes and make it easier for businesses to get through would be very
helpful.
There could be a big opportunity surrounding farming and ancillary services for marijuana
cultivation in Trinity County. The industry is already present in the county, and could be an
important asset to the economy. If marijuana cultivation does become legal, there will be
challenges in bringing current producers into compliance with State regulations to bring the
industry fully above the table.

Attendees
Weaverville Session, May 25, 2016, 3:00-4:30pm, Trinity Public Utilities
Name
Scott Thompson

Name
Jessie Thorpe

Company
Trinity Hospital

Jim Cook

WDB Member

Jennifer Addison
Bobbi Chadwick
Shilo Braxton
Lisa Guglielmina

Company
Shasta College Foundation
Trinity County and
Weaverville Chamber
Trinity County Health and
Human Services
Marantha Ranch
Trinity County RCD
Weaverville Fire District

John Fenley
Sheila Stock
Tammy Gildea
Bill Burton

Renie Ryan
Eva and Lisa Barrow

Top Industries
Curry Roads Kegged Wines

Nick Goulette

WDB Member
LMID/EDD
EDD WSB
Trinity County
The Watershed Research
and Training Center

Pat Zuggs
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INTRODUCTION
California's Strong Workforce Program (SWP) is an initiative designed to expand career technical
education (CTE) programs in the state's community colleges, further improve response to workforce
demands, and deliver the skill sets required by our local employers.
To implement the SWP, seven regional consortia were established by the California Community College
Chancellor's Office to provide leadership in the creation and implementation of vocational education.
The North Far North Regional Consortium is charged with coordinating the planning and implementation
of the program in the North Far North (NFN) Region of California.
The NFN Region (Figure 1) spans from Sacramento, north to the Oregon border, and from the Pacific
Ocean, east to the Nevada state line. This region is home to about 3.5 million residents in 22 counties,
and includes 11 community college districts and 15 member colleges.
This plan represents the collaborative
planning efforts of the community college
districts, member colleges, K-14 education,
workforce development, economic
development and a broad spectrum of
employers throughout the NFN Region. The
process was led by the North Far North
Regional Consortium.

Purpose
The purpose of the North Far North Regional
Strong Workforce Program plan is to enhance
and/or expand existing Career and Technical
Education (CTE) programs and identify new
programs and opportunities for collaboration
with colleges and other partners within the
region, including local industry.
Figure 1. North Far North Region
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WHO IS ENGAGED
Given that one of the goals of the SWP is to align activities throughout the region and with external
partners, the NFN Regional Consortium determined that the best way to achieve this and expand our
current collaboration was to make this plan readily available to all.
To accomplish this, the plan was built on a GIS/Story Map platform that uses a combination of maps,
graphics, data, and narrative to tell the story visually (Figure 2). The NFN Regional Strong Workforce
Program Plan's Story Map will be housed on the NFN Regional Consortium website, www.nfnrc.org.
The SWP Plan is intended to be a living document, open and available to the public. The NFN Regional
Consortium involved their partners in the creation of the Story Map and will continually promote it and
encourage partners to update information thereby providing everyone access to the most current
activities and accomplishments.
Approximately 109 unique individuals were involved in the compilation of the NFN Region SWP Plan.
This group includes representatives of the NFN Regional Consortium Members, Coordinating Council,
Education, Workforce Development, Economic Development and Industry leaders, as noted on the next
page.

Figure 2. North Far North Strong Workforce Regional Plan is available online.
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Consortia Members
Jerome Countee, AVP, American River College
Denise Adams, Dean, Butte College
Marla Gleave, Dean, College of the Redwoods
Robert Taylor, Dean, College of the Siskiyous
Torence Powell, AVP, Cosumnes River College
Derek Lerch, CIO, Feather River College
Monica Pactol, AVP, Folsom Lake College
Brad Deeds, Dean, Lake Tahoe College
Terri Armstrong, VP, Lassen College
Dennis Aseltyne, Dean, Mendocino College
Gabriel Meehan, AVP, Sacramento City
Eva Jimenez, Dean, Shasta College
Darlene Jackson, Director, Sierra College
Monica Chahal, Dean, Woodland College
Daren Otten, Dean, Yuba College

NFN Coordinating Council
Tessa Miley, NFNRC Co-Chair, Butte College
Jamey Nye, Assoc. Vice Chancellor, Los Rios CCD
William Duncan, President, Sierra College
Scotty Thomason, Pres. College of the Siskiyous
Debra Sutphen, VP Instruction, Sierra College
Linda Zorn, Sector Navigator, Butte College
Derek Lerch, CIO, Feather River College

Sector Navigators
Linda Zorn, Health
Jose Anaya, Advanced Manufacturing
Peter Davis, Adv. Transportation & Renewables
Nancy Gutierrez, Ag, Water & Environ. Tech.
Jim Caldwell, Energy, Construction & Utilities
Jeffery Williamson, Global Trade & Logistics
Stephen Wright, ICT & Digital Media
Sandra Slivka, Life Sciences & Biotech
Philip Sutton, Retail, Hospitality, Tourism
Charles Eason, Small Business

Deputy Sector Navigators
(North)
Steve Dicus, Advanced Manufacturing
Carol Pepper-Kittredge, Adv. Mfg/Maker Space
Carrie Peterson, Ag, Water & Environ. Tech.
Brooks Ohlson, Global Trade & Logistics
Sue Hussey, Health
Steve Lithicum, ICT & Digital Media
Cornelius Brown, Small Business

Deputy Sector Navigators
(Far North)
Charlie Pooler, Advanced Manufacturing
Heather Kelnhofer, Ag, Water & Environ. Tech.
Angela Cordell, Global Trade & Logistics
Trudy Old, Health
Myron Curtis, ICT & Digital Media
Rachelle Modena, Small Business

Other Key Talent
and Stakeholders
Marilyn Ashlin, Foundation
Tanya Meyer, Far North Region
Theresa Milan, Labor Market Data Provider
Teri Munger, North Region
Orion Walker, Prop 39
Maureen White, Chancellor's Office
Workforce Development Boards (8)
Adult Education Block Grant Partners (10)
County Offices of Education (22)
One-Stop Operators
Economic Development Organizations
Industry Leaders
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How Planning Was Organized
The initial planning meeting for the NFN Region SWP Plan was held in August, 2016. Meetings continued
to be held each month, rotating locations throughout the region, and were supplemented with
conference calls, webinars, and focus groups.

Regional Meetings
Four regional meetings were held between August and December 2016 at Los Rios, Butte College,
Shasta College, and via conference calls. Attendees were there to 1) learn about the SWP Plan, 2) how it
is to align with current initiatives and activities, 3) where to find data and other resources of interest to
them, and 4) participate in discussions about goals, projects, and investments.

Project Website
A project-specific website was built to keep all participants and interested parties informed of the
planning process, progress, and to share data and other resources. The website (www.nfnswp.com) was
updated regularly throughout the planning process with: a schedule of meetings and webinars; copies of
presentations; guidelines; legislation; industry research; data sources, and more. 180 interested parties
registered on the website to receive notices and updates.

Webinars
Eight webinars were held between November 2016 and January 2017 to present the status of the draft
NFN Region Strong Workforce Program Plan and solicit input.

Focus Groups
Industry-specific focus group meetings were convened in the NFN Region to garner input on and
validate the in-demand occupations and skill sets employers want and need to be successful.

Presentations and Interviews
Each of the six Workforce Development Boards (WDB) in the NFN Region were contacted and
interviewed about their priority industry sectors, with whom and how they collaborate, what
occupations and skills they see are in demand, and initiatives they participate in.
Multiple calls and/or meetings were held with Sector Navigators and Deputy Sector Navigators in the
NFN Region through the course of developing the plan. They were interviewed about their activities,
collaboration, initiatives, and any ideas they to improve industry engagement, regional partnerships,
etc. Sections of the draft plan were sent for their review and comment.
Information gathered through all these various methods was used to formulate the NFN Region Strong
Workforce Program Plan.
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Plan is Aligned with Mandated Partners
The sector priorities and projects proposed for 2016-2017 NFN Region Strong Workforce Program Plan
are “informed by, aligned with, and expand upon the activities of existing workforce and educational
region partnerships.”
The industry sectors prioritized by the NFN Region represent the major economic drivers of the region.
Throughout the planning process, personal meetings, and telephone interviews, regional partners were
asked and confirmed that their goals, programs and activities are aligned with these industry sectors.
Figure 3 shows that each of the NFN Region priority industry sectors are also identified by our external
partners and stakeholders as priorities.
In addition to industry sectors, NFN Region colleges and partners participate in over 40 shared
programs, initiatives, and activities. They are included among the NFN Regional Assets (pg. 25).

Figure 3. NFN Region and external partners' priority industry sectors are aligned
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DATA ANALYSIS
The NFN Region Labor Market data was prepared by the Los Rios Center of Excellence. The occupational
data is organized by industry cluster and provides regional labor market supply and demand data for
occupations that are relevant to the NFN Region's priority industry sectors and to community collegelevel education and training.

Demand
Five-year estimates for occupations relevant to the NFN Region's primary and emergent industry sectors
are presented in the table below. More detailed industry and occupation data for the NFN Region can be
accessed on the industry profile pages that follow.

Figure 4. Estimated five-year growth for major occupational groups in the NFN Region
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Supply
The supply of certificates and degrees awarded during 2014-2015 is presented in the table below and
includes the number of students completing, number of colleges, and awards.

Figure 5. Supply data sourced from Launch Board, 2014-2015 data
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REGIONAL INDUSTRIES
The wages earned by those employed in the in-demand occupations of the priority and emergent
industry sectors of the NFN Region are substantial. The median hourly wage for occupations in these
industry sectors is two or three times as much as the living wage for the NFN Region, which is depicted
by the gray line on the chart to the right.
Of course, wages paid for specific occupations within these industry sectors varies. For example, in the
health sector wages range from $50.35 for RNs to $11.33 for Home Health Aides.
The treemap below (Figure 6) shows the top 20 in-demand occupations for all these industry sectors
along with the median hourly wage paid in the NFN Region. The estimated number of total openings
between 2015 and 2020 is represented by the size of the rectangle. For example, there is a high demand
for RNs (approximately 6700 total openings over the five years). On the other end of the scale, there is
expected to be about 650 openings for Sales Managers.

Figure 6. Top 20 In-Demand Occupations of NFN Region Priority Sectors. Source: EMSI 2016.4 – QCEW Employees,
Non-QCEW Employees, and Self-Employed. Provided by the Centers of Excellence
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On the following pages, a similar treemap depicts the top in-demand occupations and median earnings
in each NFN Region priority industry sector. A complete database of in-demand occupational
information and industry job growth projections for the NFN Region was prepared by the Los Rios
Community College District's Center of Excellence and available at www.NFNSWP.com.
The following industry profiles present a description of the industry sector, occupation and skills, job
growth projections, current trends and economic importance of the industry to the NFN Region
economy. This information is based on the data collected and is supplemented with input from regional
employers, workforce development boards, and other partners.

North Far North Region Strong Workforce Plan 2016-2020
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ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
Advanced Manufacturing can apply to nearly every successful, competitive manufacturer. Any
production-based business that is progressive, uses new materials, or pioneers new processes and
innovative technologies is considered part of the advanced manufacturing industry sector. Typically,
advanced manufacturing includes aerospace, chemical, computers, electronics, plastic products, food,
transportation, and machinery manufacturing—which are generally the industry sectors that readily
adopt and apply new technologies, such as:


the latest computer technologies for modeling, simulation, analysis



precision and custom manufacturing processes to scale their production



robotics and other automation systems to monitor and control



cutting edge materials, technologies, and processes

Economic Impact to the Region
There are approximately 930 businesses in the advanced manufacturing industry sectors in the North
Far North Region employing over 28,000 workers. Employment in these industry sectors grew by a net
8% over the 2010-2015 five-year period, and demand is expected to continue over the next five-year
period (2015-2020).
Most of the 930 firm are in food processing, chemical manufacturing, machinery and machine shops,
computer and electronic products, electrical equipment, and software publishing.
The top 25 employers account for 70 percent of the jobs. The largest employment is in electronic
computer manufacturing (2,600).
The greatest job growth from 2016-2020 is expected in: petroleum and other chemical products,
turbines and turbine generators, food manufacturing, packaging machinery, instruments, semiconductor
machinery, other electronic components, plastic products, welding equipment, machine tools and other
industrial machinery. Each of these sectors are expected to increase employment by at least 20 percent
(about 1,200 jobs).
Average wages paid by these growing businesses range from $30,000 to $118,000 or a median annual
wage of $56,400. The living wage in the North Far North is estimated at $22,400 (one working adult, no
children).
The success of these employers will have a significant impact on the North Far North economy. The
economic impact of 100 new jobs in the region’s manufacturing sector could be as much as $44 Million.
This includes direct and indirect payroll, value of new construction, local and state property and sales
taxes.
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Occupation and Skills Demand
For years, manufacturers have reported that there is a significant gap between the talent they need to
maintain and grow their businesses and what they can find. This has been true across the nation, not
just in California or in the North Far North Region.
A fourth industrial revolution—referred to as Industry 4.0—is upon us; manufacturing is become a more
digitally-oriented culture. Technological innovations are quickly changing the workplace; e.g. advanced
robotics, artificial intelligence, cyber security, cloud computing, sensors and advanced analytics
(customer markets, logistics, and machinery maintenance), 3D printing, PLC programming, e-commerce,
and more.
These advancements are changing manufacturing operations and processes, and skills required of
employees. The trend is expected to not only continue but accelerate, creating demand for more
workers and fundamentally new skills. We can expect to see entirely new occupations develop,
occupations for which some level of science, technology, engineering and math will be a priority.
Aggravating the talent crunch is the loss of older and more experienced employees due to retirement
and the difficulty in finding younger talent to replace them.
Production occupations account for over 50 percent of the total manufacturing workforce, unmet
demand in these occupations present a significant challenge for the North Far North Regional
employers.
Through the outreach conducted while developing the North Far North Regional Plan, employers
expressed the following facts and opinions:


There are many openings for CNC positions that need to be filled.



Need more mechatronic program/certificates in the region.



Would like to see more manufacturing fundamentals, such as electricians training.



Apprenticeships, hands-on learning, and on-the-job training are components that need to be a
part of advanced manufacturing education; as one employer in the region stated: “If you don’t
have hands-on experience with tools and a workpiece, a SolidWorks certification–or any sort of
similar certification–is pretty much worthless.”



Industry-recognized certifications are often preferred over degrees.



We need to signal to children and families the excellent career opportunities in manufacturing and
show what today’s manufacturing environment looks like. This will help to increase the worker
pipeline and lead to more CTE. “Americans consider manufacturing among one of the most
important domestic industries for maintaining a strong national economy, yet they rank it low as a
career choice for themselves [or their children]” (The Skills Gap in U.S. Manufacturing 2015 and
Beyond; by Deloitte).

North Far North Region Strong Workforce Plan 2016-2020
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Degree and Certificate Offerings
Community colleges in the NFN Region currently offer 30 different Career and Technical Education for
advanced manufacturing. The proposed investments will add new programs, expand and improve
existing programs and help to meet industry's five-year (2015-2020) job openings, which are estimated
to be 1,674. The top 20 in-demand occupations are presented below. A complete database of indemand occupational information and industry job growth projections for the NFN Region was prepared
by the Los Rios Community College District's Center of Excellence and available at www.NFNSWP.com

Figure 7. Top 20 In-Demand Occupations of NFN Region Advanced Manufacturing Sector. Source: EMSI 2016.4 –
QCEW Employees, Non-QCEW Employees, and Self-Employed. Provided by the Centers of Excellence
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AGRICULTURE, WATER &
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES
With the influence and use of a variety of sciences and technology, today’s agriculture industry goes
beyond farming and ranching. For the purposes of this report, agricultural activities are broken down
into four specific clusters within the sector. These four clusters and examples of business types and
activities are listed here.


Support: equipment operators, mechanic services, veterinary services, forest and conservation
activities, extermination and pest control



Production: crop, vegetable and animal farming, poultry and egg production, aquaculture



Wholesale Trade: including farm and garden machinery and equipment, packaged and fresh food
merchants, food wholesalers (dairy, poultry, fish, seafood, meat, fruit, vegetable), grains and
livestock



Water and Environmental Services: water treatment, environmental consulting and planning,
irrigation, hazardous materials, septic service, inspectors, environmental science and protection

Economic Impact to the Region
There are approximately 5,500 businesses in the Agriculture, Water and Environmental Technology
(Ag/WET) industry sector in the NFN Region. These companies employ about 59,400 workers.
Employment in these industry sectors grew by a net 9% over the 2010-2015 five-year period, and
demand for workers is expected to be grow at a slightly slower pace (5%) during the next five-year
period (2015-2020).
Crop production is by far the largest sub-sector, accounting for nearly 2,000 establishments and 17,500
workers who are earning on average $34,300. This industry sector employs a range of occupations
including more skilled jobs related to soil preparation, e.g. fertilizer, pesticides, and water management.
The top ten sectors account for 79% of the jobs. Besides crop production these jobs are in farm labor
contractors, post-harvest crop activities, vet services, scientific and technical consulting, and
environmental consulting services.
The greatest job growth from 2015-2020 is expected in the wholesale sub-sectors, including farm
supplies (34%), grain (26%), grocery (22%), meat products (20%), and wine/distilled alcoholic beverages
(15%). About 40% of U.S. wineries are located in California, primarily Northern California.
On the technical side, employment in scientific and/or technical consulting and geographic surveying is
expected to increase by 22% and 21% respectively.

North Far North Region Strong Workforce Plan 2016-2020
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Adding new workers and training to advance the careers of existing workers in this industry sector will
have a significant effect on the North Far North economy. The annual economic impact from the wages
on 100 new Ag/WET jobs at an annual wage of $39,466 could be as much as $25 million. This includes
direct and indirect payroll, property and sales tax.

Occupation and Skills Demand
Industry input from the Ag/WET sector comes from individual and industry listening sessions and
educators' participation in local and regional industry groups. The information from these primary
sources is supplemented with industry research from regional and national sources.
Finding qualified workers is a challenge that many employers experience, expect will continue and
impede their ability to grow their business.
Technical skills are most often mentioned as lacking by Ag/WET employers. While a high school diploma
is often a sufficient education attainment, experience is favored because of the technical know-how that
comes with it.
Many Ag/WET employers would be willing to partner with local schools and colleges on job training
programs, work experience, or internships to students. Often, they just don’t know how to go about
accessing a program.
Advancements in agriculture technology have dramatically changed the skills required for some
employment. Automated machinery is used at various stages throughout prep, growing, harvesting and
processing. Scientific skills and knowledge are used to help farms improve water and electrical
efficiencies and soil management. It is not uncommon for farms and ranches to use drone aircraft to
monitor crops and herds.
The geophysical surveying and similar industries are also faced with rapidly changing technology. New
equipment and software can render companies obsolete and require ongoing training to keep their
employees. Companies offering surveying and other scientific services employ highly-trained
professionals who are in high demand.

Degree and Certificate Offerings
Community colleges in the NFN Region currently offer 31 different Career and Technical Education for
agriculture, water and environmental technologies. The proposed investments will add new programs,
expand and improve existing programs and help to meet industry's five-year (2015-2020) job openings,
which are estimated to be nearly 600. The top 20 in-demand occupations are presented below. A
complete database of in-demand occupational information and industry job growth projections for the
NFN Region was prepared by the Los Rios Community College District's Center of Excellence and
available at www.NFNSWP.com
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Figure 8. Top 20 In-Demand Occupations of NFN Region Agriculture, Water and Environmental Technologies Sector.
Source: EMSI 2016.4 – QCEW Employees, Non-QCEW Employees, and Self-Employed. Provided by the Centers of
Excellence
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GLOBAL TRADE
Global Trade is a functional area of a company and crosses many industry sectors. In the North Far North
region these sectors include primarily agriculture and manufacturing. Exporting activities are generally
spread among multiple divisions or departments within a company—sales, marketing, production,
purchasing, accounting and finance—therefore, international trade requires integrating specialized skills
and knowledge into the more typical occupational skills.
An important aspect of international trade is Global Competency which refers to the knowledge and
understanding of world cultures; the skills to work with people from diverse linguistic and cultural
backgrounds; the ability to effectively communicate, verbally and non-verbally, with diverse audiences
and in culturally diverse settings; and the expertise to determine and use the appropriate technology
and media for marketing and communications.
In 2013 the Northern California World Trade Center convened partners and community leaders from
more than 30 regional jurisdictions and economic development organizations to develop a strategic
export growth plan for the region called the California Capital Region Export Plan. A goal that resulted
from this work is to “Grow the global fluency of the capital region.”

Economic Impact to the Region
U.S. Department of Commerce International Trade Administration (ITA) reported an increase of over
$1Billion in new export sales in 2015 in the north state. These export sales were generated by the same
industry sectors that the North Far North has identified as primary and emergent.
The ITA also estimates that for every $1Million in new export trade, approximately five jobs are either
retained or created. It is critical that the workforce is prepared with the skills to fill these jobs.
Evidence suggests that as exports grow, more and higher-paying jobs are created. Workers in exporting
industries earn an average of 18% to 20% more than their counterparts in non-export businesses
(California Capital Region Export Plan).
The top products that are exported from the NFN Region are computer equipment, ag products,
precision instruments and other manufactured products—identified as NFN Region’s priority and
emergent industries.

Occupation and Skills Demand
Ag employers—one of the most important economic sectors and among the largest exporters in the
NFN Region—have consistently said that they would like employees to come to them with basic
international trade knowledge or aptitude.
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The job skills required to meet international sales and market demands of the NFN Region include the
ability to learn and/or overcome: cultural and language barriers; negotiating and contracting; complex
regulations dealing with customs, trademarks, duties, taxes, and different agencies; financing and
payment collections.

Degree and Certificate Offerings
Folsom Lake College offers two Certification Courses for Global Trade & Logistics: International
Exporting and Global Trade Business. The Far North Region DSN is currently planning a number of new
and expanded Global Trade and Global Competency curriculum that will be folded into existing course
offerings and eventually provide Certification. Shasta College is updating its International Trade Class
curriculum with the hopes of being able to add a Certification.
The proposed investments will add new programs, expand and improve existing programs and help to
meet industry's five-year (2015-2020) job openings. The top 20 in-demand occupations are presented
below. A complete database of in-demand occupational information and industry job growth projections
for the NFN Region was prepared by the Los Rios Community College District's Center of Excellence and
available at www.NFNSWP.com

Figure 9. Top 20 In-Demand Occupations of NFN Region Global Trade & Logistics Sector. Source: EMSI 2016.4 –
QCEW Employees, Non-QCEW Employees, and Self-Employed. Provided by the Centers of Excellence
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HEALTHCARE
The healthcare sector is a significant employer throughout the North Far North region. There is demand
for workers and expanded services in both rural and urban areas of the region. With the large aging
baby boomer population and medical advancements enabling many people to live longer and have more
active lives, this industry sector and its related occupations will continue to be an important industry
sector in the North Far North Region for many years to come.
Included in this industry sector are hospitals, outpatient care centers, medical and diagnostic labs,
physician offices, nursing and residential care centers, home health and other care services.

Economic Impact to the Region
There are an estimated 6,600 businesses in the health care industry sector in the North Far North Region
employing about 138,100 workers. Employment in these industry sectors grew by a net 10% over the
2010-2015 five-year period, and demand is expected to continue at an even greater pace during the
2015-2020 five-year period (13%).
Offices of physician, dental, and other health care service providers make up most of the establishments
(4,724); followed by hospitals and skilled care facilities (1,092); labs, diagnostic centers and home health
services (431); and outpatient care and surgical centers (371).
Hospitals and skilled care facilities employ half of the workers in the health care industry sector.
Physician, dental and other offices employ about 30%; outpatient care and surgical centers account for
12% and the remaining 8% are employed in labs, diagnostic centers, and home health care services.
All sectors are expected to add jobs between 2016 and 2020. The greatest job growth will be in
outpatient care and surgical centers (29%) followed by labs, diagnostic centers and home health services
(10%). Employment in hospitals and skilled care facilities is expected to increase by 7 percent.
Average wages paid in this industry range from $22,000 (assisted living facilities) to $126,300 (HMO
medical centers) or a median annual wage of $45,300. The living wage in the North Far North is
estimated at $22,400 (one working adult, no children).
There are obstacles faced by health care providers in both urban and rural areas of the region. Among
them are cultural, ethnic, social, education and economic levels. For example:


Rural populations are generally older, have chronic conditions that require more services.



The ratio of healthcare workers to residents in rural areas is lower than in urban areas.



Attracting and retaining healthcare workers is more difficult in the NFN region because of wage
the differential between rural and urban areas. Healthcare practitioners and technical workers in
rural areas of the North Far North region can earn as much as 19% less than those in urban areas;
RNs in rural areas earn as much as 32% less than those in urban areas.
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The more urban centers of the NFN region are also faced with wage competition from Bay Area
communities (EDD, Labor Market Information) which adds to the demand for healthcare
professionals.

Adding new healthcare workers and training to advance the careers of existing healthcare workers in the
NFN region will have a significant effect on the regional economy. The annual economic impact from
wages on 100 new health care jobs at an annual wage of $45,300 could be as much as $11.8 million. This
includes direct and indirect payroll, property and sales taxes.

Occupation and Skills Demand
Industry input from the healthcare sector comes from the Statewide Health Workforce Initiative
Industry Advisory Committee which meets three times a year. This is supplemented with individual and
small group listening sessions and educators’ participation in local and regional industry groups. Industry
partners have been quite vocal about their workforce needs and the disconnect between secondary
data sources and reality. For example:


There are much larger staff shortages—due to the increase in demand for health services from the
aging population and staff retirements—than what state and federal data resources show,
primarily because the data collected is not current.



Industry is asking community colleges to increase student enrollment in healthcare programs,
particularly those that require clinical sites. Enrollment cannot be increased until there are more
instructors and additional clinical spaces for students.



The shortage of RNs is a common issue. However, there is a critical need in the medical industry
for Specialty RNs; e.g. emergency department, critical care, labor and delivery, peri-operative, etc.
This demand is not seen in the typical data reports, there is no specific SOC for these occupations.
In a small sampling of the over 1,100 job openings in NFN regional hospitals on January 12, 2017,
over 30% of the medical career jobs were for Specialty RN positions such as those noted above.



Technology advances require new and upgraded skills; for example, advanced modalities in
imaging, e.g. CT, MRI, IR. These specific occupational skills are not reflected in the job demand as
reported by secondary data sources.



The need for qualified assistants (medical and physical therapy among others) is another issue
throughout the NFN region. Data sources often show the Sacramento region has an oversupply.
However, according to industry, the programs that are offered by private education institutions
are inadequate. They are producing unqualified graduates that do not satisfying employer
expectations or needs. Industry’s only option is the hire and train on their own which is costly and
time consuming. The feedback from the medical community is that it would be supportive of
expanded MA and PTA programs at the community colleges.



Additional occupations currently in demand and expected to have greater demand in the coming
years are: Patient Navigators, Coordination Clerks, Case Managers, and Community Health
Workers, an emerging profession. Community Health Workers (SOC 21-1094) are liaisons or
intermediaries between healthcare workers, social services, and individuals in the community.
They facilitate access to services, advocate, provide information and education to residents to
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help them access proper healthcare. In urban and rural communities with limited resources, jobs
for community health workers are expected to increase.


There is also a big demand for health care soft skills, e.g. communication, active listening,
workplace ethics, team building, embracing diversity, demonstrating compassion, etc. The NFN
region launched a pilot program in late 2016 to address this in the high schools.

Degree and Certificate Offerings
Community colleges in the NFN Region currently offer 43 different Career and Technical Education for
the healthcare industry. The proposed investments will add new programs, expand and improve existing
programs and help to meet industry's five-year (2015-2020) job openings, which are estimated to be
over 4,000. The top 20 in-demand occupations are presented below. A complete database of in-demand
occupational information and industry job growth projections for the NFN Region was prepared by the
Los Rios Community College District's Center of Excellence and available at www.NFNSWP.com

Figure 10. Top 20 In-Demand Occupations of NFN Region Health Care Sector. Source: EMSI 2016.4 – QCEW
Employees, Non-QCEW Employees, and Self-Employed. Provided by the Centers of Excellence
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ICT & DIGITAL MEDIA
The Information and Communications Technology (ICT) sector is comprised of industries and
occupations related to telecommunications, computing, networking, software, programming and
information systems and management. Included in the sector are firms involved in the manufacturing
and wholesale/retail sale of hardware and software, and services including programming, repair,
maintenance, data collection and analysis.
While this core set of industries engage primarily in ICT activities and are used to define the sector, ICT
occupations cross all industry sectors, some level of technology skills is required by all businesses,
regardless of industry type or employment size. The demand for IT occupations and skills should be
considered applicable all industry sectors.

Economic Impact to the Region
There are approximately 3,900 businesses in the Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
industry sectors in the North Far North (NFN) Region. These companies employ about 49,000 workers.
Employment in these industry sectors grew by a net 3% over the 2010-2015 five-year period, and
demand for workers is expected to be grow by an even greater margin during the next five-year period
(2015-2020)—as much as 10%.
Seventy-one percent of the firms (2,790) are in the Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
industry subsector. This includes engineering, computer programming and systems design, and
scientific/technical consulting services firms. These companies are currently employing 29,970 workers
who are earning on average over $67,000.
The remaining 30% of the firms are in the Wholesale/Retail subsector (14%) and Information subsector
(13%) which includes software publishing, cable broadcasting, wired and wireless telecommunications,
and data processing. The remaining firms are in Computer Training and Equipment Repair.
The greatest job growth from 2015-2020 is expected in the Information subsector (1,000 new jobs, or
11% employment growth). Professional, Scientific & Technical services is expected to add approximately
2,500 jobs (8% increase from 2015-2020).
IT skills and experience can demand wages that are significantly higher than the national average, and
the average salary for IT professionals is on the rise. Currently, average wages paid by businesses in the
NFN range from $35,000 (equipment repair, graphic designers) to $100,000 for engineers and
programmers. The living wage in the North Far North is estimated at $22,400 (one working adult, no
children).
The success of employers and workers will have a significant impact on the North Far North economy.
The economic impact of 100 new jobs in the region’s ICT industry sector could be as much as $36
Million. This includes direct and indirect payroll, additional new jobs in support and supplier industries,
local and state property and sales taxes.
North Far North Region Strong Workforce Plan 2016-2020
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Occupation and Skills Demand
Industry input from the ICT sector comes from individual and industry listening sessions and educators’
participation in local and regional industry groups. The study from primary resources is supplemented
with industry research from regional and national sources.
The occupational demand presented here includes all industries, not just those in the Information
industry sector. Some portion of every company’s investment and workforce is ICT related and the everincreasingly fast adoption of information and communication technology as well as replacement of
hardware and software by business and consumers will only serve to increase the demand for
technology-savvy workers. Findings from the local industry input and research are summarized here.


Hiring and retaining employees with ICT skills is an ongoing concern for IT companies and
departments. Employee turnover is an issue faced by many companies. The competition for
experienced tech workers is strong especially for the NFN Region given the proximity to Silicon
Valley and the Bay Area.



The NFN region is often viewed by workers as a launching site or first-job location while their sites
are really set on landing a job with a highly visible tech company. Building a strong pipeline of new
workers and upgrading the skills of the existing workforce is and will remain critical to employers
in the NFN region.



Industry intelligence experts expect companies will invest hundreds of millions transforming and
expanding digital operations and systems. Over the next five to ten years, the demand for talent
to build and manage digital capabilities is expected to significantly exceed supply.

Cyber Security


IT or Cyber Security is the technology area most likely to be expanding now and in the coming
years. Cyber Security occupations fall in these job titles/positions: Cyber Security Engineer,
Network Engineer / Architect, Auditor, Software Developer / Engineer, Systems Engineer, Systems
Administrator, IT Director, Systems Analyst, and Computer Support Specialist.



Employers report difficulty finding skilled talent to fill open positions even though workers with
these skills can earn higher than average salaries. Panelists at the March 2016 ICT Cluster Forum
stated that “Cyber Security and Robotics careers are emerging occupations… but the region is
lacking in Cyber Security and Machine Training opportunities.”



There are opportunities for workers to start and advance careers in cybersecurity. Career
Pathways can be established with common skill sets and transition.

Demand for Training and Professional Development


It is the expectation of most employers that employees can do multiple tasks: coding,
administration, scribing, and application development, etc.



Increasing innovation and new technology will be a continuing factor facing businesses,
employees, and job seekers. Continuous learning and professional development—especially for
technology businesses and departments—will be the norm.
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Digital media producers, computer systems analysts, network and computer systems administrators, computer network support specialists, and computer support specialists are all expected
to have completed some college, received a postsecondary certificate or associate degree.



Within the business community, certifications are considered beneficial for both IT and non-IT
professionals. According to Global Knowledge, 59% of IT professionals responding to their survey
are currently working on, or plan to pursue, some form of certification this year. This number may
be more for networking operations and engineering, cloud computing, and help desk,
professionals. The trend is unlikely to change given the speed of innovation and market demand.



The demand for classroom training or formal training at the worksite is greatest for non-IT
professionals. IT professionals prefer to learn in a hands-on lab environment. Webinars are
popular with both IT and non-IT professionals.



Digital badges are considered a valid indicator of workers’ skills and accomplishments. But to the
general population and/or non-IT professionals, there is little recognition or understanding of
what they mean. A good awareness campaign could increase participation and acceptance.

Degree and Certificate Offerings
Community colleges in the NFN Region currently offer 30 different Career and Technical Education for
the ICT/Digital Media industry. The proposed investments will add new programs, expand and improve
existing programs and help to meet industry's five-year (2015-2020) job openings, which are estimated
to be about 1,275. The top 20 in-demand occupations are presented below. A complete database of indemand occupational information and industry job growth projections for the NFN Region was prepared
by the Los Rios Community College District's Center of Excellence and available at www.NFNSWP.com

Figure 11. Top 20 In-Demand Occupations of NFN Region Global Trade & Logistics Sector. Source: EMSI 2016.4 –
QCEW Employees, Non-QCEW Employees, and Self-Employed. Provided by the Centers of Excellence
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SMALL BUSINESS
Small businesses are found in virtually all industry sectors and are a major component of the NFN
Region's economy. As shown in the graphic below, a large majority of businesses in the NFN Region
employ fewer than 20 workers. Over half of the businesses in the region employ less than five workers.
According to the Northern California Small Business Development Center (SBDC), small business startups
in the NFN Region are expected to increase 10 to 20% during the 2015-2020 five-year period and
existing small businesses are projected to expand.
Supporting small businesses and startups with foundational business skills will help them launch their
businesses and, more importantly expand and hire new workers.

Figure 12 NFN Business Establishments by Employment. Source: US Census Bureau, County Business Patterns, 2014.

Degree and Certificate Offerings
Community colleges in the North Far North region offer a variety of for Small Business and
Entrepreneurship including: 43 programs in Business and Finance; 12 in Marketing and Sales; and 23 in
Retail, Hospitality, Tourism. The proposed investments will help to meet demand in these and all
industry sectors.
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ASSET MAP
Major Initiatives Underway
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Industry-specific CTE, Certif. AA, AS, and/or ADT
Advanced Imaging / Advisory Group
Advisory Board Health Career Pathways Task Force
Align Capital Region
Advanced Mfg Apprenticeship Initiative
Ag Bio Camp
Board / Council appointments
Broadband Alliance of N. California
CalAgX / Calif Ag Export Training Program
California Conservation Corp Partnership
California Endowment Health Career Pathways
California Healthcare Workforce Academy
Capital Region/Next Econ. Workforce Action Plan
Career Days, Career Awareness, Job Fairs
Central Valley AgPlus
CyberPatriot Program
Digital Badge (industry certification)
Erosion Control Summit & Stream Restoration
Farm City Day
Get Focused-Stay Focused / Crane Pathways
Girls Who Code
Grow Manufacturing
HACCP / Hazard Analysis & Critical Path
HASPI / Health & Science Pipeline Initiative
Health Pathways Community of Practice
HESI / Health Careers Exploration Institute
High School Global Business Competition
High Touch Health Care
Highway to Hire
Humboldt Made
Membership / participation in industry groups
Mini Maker Faires
No. California STREAM Pathways Consortium

F North

CTE Pathways / Initiatives / Activities

North

The NFN Region has a long history of collaborating. Listed below are the programs, initiatives, and
activities currently underway in the NFN Region.
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Non-Traditional Employment for Women
Northstate Global Trade Alliance
Pathways for Paycheck
Promise Zone
Slingshot Grant
STEP / State Trade Expansion Promotion
Teacher Externships / Summer Institute
Workshops, Seminars, Special Events
YEP / Youth Entrepreneurship Program
Funding (CTE awareness, upgrade & develop curriculum, incumbent
worker training, professional development, etc.
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Figure 13. Alignment of NFN Region initiatives and activities as of January 25, 2017

Regional Allocation
The table below shows the distribution of the NFN Strong Workforce Program Regional funding model
for the proposed projects presented in the Work Plan.

Figure 14. NFN Region Strong Workforce Program Regional Funding Model
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
Based on the regional analysis conducted and job demand, consensus was reached on six industry
sectors that are the region's focus for next three years.


Priority Sectors: Ag / WET, Healthcare, Small Business



Emergent Sectors: Advanced Manufacturing, Global Trade & Logistics, ICT/Digital Media

Pathways
The following suggestions for helping students move through the
region's career pathways were supplied by Sector Navigators,
Deputy Sector Navigators, external partners, and private industry.

What more must be done for
students to move through the
NFN Region’s career pathways?



Partner with companies to develop valuable internship
programs that may help to improve work ethics and allow
young candidates to gain valuable on-the-job experience.



Create and promote internships and partnership opportunities to get more and new companies
involved with community colleges or technical schools.



Assist businesses in creating opportunities for job shadowing and apprenticeship.



Identify new opportunities for increasing dual enrollment, promote.



Continue supporting and expanding career/job fairs.



Continue to engage employers in sharing job skills and occupational demands.



Expand communications and linkages with Adult Education and other training providers.



Continue to engage with workforce development and economic development partners in business
visits, entrepreneurial development, and other relevant programs.



Increase outreach to high school students and parents to promote CTE programs, internships, and
career opportunities.



Continue to build collaboration with High Schools and local employers to ensure pathways meet
business' need and to build a pipeline for CTE enrollments.



Address the need for facilities and up-to-date equipment for training.



Identify a portal or process to help students navigate the system, programs, courses and connect
with employers.



Identify methods of building a pipeline of instructors qualified on the latest methods and
equipment.

North Far North Region Strong Workforce Plan 2016-2020
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Work Based Learning

How will job placement,

Included in the proposed projects are those that promote work- internships, and regional industry
based learning and a collaborative regional approach to job
engagement be coordinated?
development and placement for students in the NFN Region. Just
a few examples are noted here.


Health-Career Exploration Summer Institute (HESI), part of
the Building a Stronger Healthcare Community project, is a very successful job-shadow program
for high school students interested in healthcare careers.



Regional Clinical Placement Developer will secure clinical sites for student exploring healthcare
careers.



NetLAB provides colleges remote access to virtual machines, routers, switches, and firewalls to
improve instruction for cybersecurity and other occupations.

Development additional work-based learning opportunities will be a topic of discussion during
conversations with industry via Advisory Committees, Grow Manufacturing Initiative and other industry
groups, and business visits with Workforce and Economic Development partners, and Intermediaries.
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PROJECT PROPOSALS
The NFN Regional planning process resulted in the creation of diverse and creative projects proposed for
funding. These projects are based on supply and demand data, industry input, and the goals and
priorities of the districts and colleges. Below is a summary of the proposed projects. Full project
proposals are available on the project website, NFNSWP.com
Advanced Manufacturing Network Initiative
Investment: $1,937,052
Lead: Butte
Participating Colleges: 8

CTE Website
Investment: $60,000
Lead: Los Rios
Participating Colleges: 4

Advanced Manufacturing / Maker Space
Investment: $120,000
Lead: Los Rios
Participating Colleges: 4

Emergency Medical Services: High Fidelity
Simulation Labs
Investment: $841,541
Lead: American River College
Participating Colleges: 4

Advanced Transportation
Investment: $275,748
Lead: Los Rios
Participating Colleges: 3

Employer Engagement & Industry Alignment
Investment: $50,000
Lead: Los Rios
Participating Colleges: 4

Agriculture Enhancement and
Improvement
Investment: $367,774
Lead: Feather River
Participating Colleges: 2

HVACR and Environmental Controls
Collaborative
Investment: $155,000
Lead: Sacramento City College
Participating Colleges: 5

Big Data / Business Analytics / Cyber Security
Investment: $117,248
Lead: Sierra College
Participating Colleges: 2

Integrating Emerging Digital Educational
Technologies to Support ECE
Investment: $105,440
Lead: College of the Redwoods
Participating Colleges: 3

Building a Stronger Healthcare Community
Investment: 216,000
Lead: Sierra College
Participating Colleges: 3

Interdisciplinary Entrepreneurship Program
Investment: $180,000
Lead: Sierra College
Participating Colleges: 5

Construction Internships & Job Placement Srvs
Investment: $40,000
Lead: Los Rios
Participating Colleges: 3

Job Placement Services
Investment: $125,000
Lead: Los Rios
Participating Colleges: 4
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Net Labs
Investment: $125,000
Lead: Sierra College
Participating Colleges: 5

Public Safety
Investment: $574,328
Lead: Sierra
Participating Colleges: 5

Nudge Pilot Project
Investment: $20,000
Lead: Sacramento City
Participating Colleges: 1

Regional Clinical Placement Developer
Investment: $130,000
Lead: Sacramento City College
Participating Colleges: 7

Physical Therapy Assistant
Investment: $124,839
Lead: Shasta
Participating Colleges: 2

Strengthening our Workforce with Global Trade
Proficiency, Competency, and Fluency
Investment: $150,000
Lead: Los Rios
Participating Colleges: 7

Psychiatric Technology Program
Investment: $129,247
Lead: Yuba
Participating Colleges: 1

Projects in Common
For several of the Strong Workforce recommendations, there is economy of scale to do "projects in
common" across all regions. Existing pilots have informed effective practices for addressing these
recommendations. According to the Strong Workforce Program flowchart, 10% of regional share
allocation can be deployed for task force recommendations with attention to:





region-wide outreach to employers on CTE by sector for purposes of internship/job placements;
region-wide outreach to students and families on career awareness;
additional data-related needs; and
professional development to streamline curriculum approval.

The NFN projects in common are:

1



Marketing and Outreach $345,834 1



Employability / Soft Skills $150,000



Get Focused Stay Focused $150,000



CTE Professional Development $104,563

$67,000 of this project budget is a contribution from College of the Redwoods
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PERFORMANCE METRICS
The NFN Strong Workforce Plan performance measures listed below meet the SWP performance
accountability measure in that they "to the extent possible, align with the performance accountability
measures of the federal Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA).
These performance metrics are intended to provide policy makers, NFN Regional Collaboration Chairs,
and the public the information needed to evaluate progress in increasing:


the amount of CTE instruction



CTE completions



job placements



and wage advancements

Increase the number of completers and skills builders who secure employment at a living wage by 5
percent in three years.
Benchmark: 2016-17 CTE Outcome Survey Data
Lag Indicator: 2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20 CTE outcome Survey Data
Increase the number of students who earn a CTE degree or certificate by 10 percent in three years.
Benchmark: 2016-17 MIS Award Data
Lag Indicator: 2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20 MIS Award Data
Increase enrollment of CTE targeted programs by 5 percent by Fall of 2018.
Benchmark: Fall 2016 MIS Enrollment Data
Lag Indicator: Fall 2017 MIS Enrollment Data
Increase number of transfer students to four-year institutions by 3 to 5 percent.
Benchmark: 2016-17 Launchboard
Lag Indicator: 2017-18, 2018-19, and 2019-20 Launchboard Data
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NFN Region Local Share Investment
The chart below depicts the distribution of the North Far North Region's Local Share Investments as of
January 25, 2017; the regional plan will be updated to include a summary of all local investments as they
become available.

ICT, DM
9%

Ag, WET
20%

Retail, Hospitality
9%

Across All Sectors
10%
Advanced
Manufacturing
19%
Health
15%

Other
18%
Figure 15. Distribution of the NFN Region Local Share Investment by Industry Sector
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FUTURE ENGAGEMENT
Annual and Four-Year Updates
The NFN Coordinating Council convenes monthly to ensure activities are aligned with the Work Plan and
in the best interest of the NFN Region, and that colleagues throughout the region are apprised of
regional activities. The Coordinating Council will initiate the planning process in the spring. The NFN
Region Co-Chairs will present a framework for the planning and budgeting process. Framework will be
finalized with input from the Coordinating Council.
The final process and timelines will be presented at the NFN Regional Consortium spring meeting. The
annual and four-year updates will conclude on or about September 1 so that funds can be allocated to
regional projects by October 1.
Members of the Coordinating Council are:








William Duncan, Superintendent/President Sierra College
Jamey Nye, Associate Vice Chancellor Los Rios CCD
Derek Lerch, CIO Feather River College
Scotty Thomason, President College of the Siskiyous
Deborah Sutphen, VP Instruction, Sierra College
Linda Zorn, Statewide Sector Navigator Butte College
Tessa Miley, Co-Chair NFN Regional Consortium, Butte College

Industry Engagement
Business leaders involved in the creation of this plan are also
actively involved in workforce and economic development
initiatives throughout the region. Improving and expanding
this industry involvement is a priority of the NFN Region as
we move forward.

How can industry inform and coinvest in CTE development?

Opportunities for continued participation and providing input will be encouraged through:


Employer driven initiatives, e.g. the Far North’s Grow Manufacturing Initiative and other industry
and professional groups throughout the region. The Grow Manufacturing Initiative has wellestablished partnerships throughout the NFN Region with workforce development and education
institutions.



Intermediary individuals and organizations such as the Butte-Glenn Intermediary Organization.
The main goal of intermediaries is to align business, education and community organizations for
employment and training opportunities, job placement, industry engagement, work-based
learning, and internships.



Continued involvement and participation with Advisory Committees.
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Proposed project to contract with Valley Vision to develop an approach for partnering with
industry that aligns its needs with local community college training programs.



Workforce Development Boards and Centers



Promoting the use of the NFN Region Strong Workforce Story Map as a resource for data, CTE
programs, internships, work-based learning, etc.
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DATA SOURCES
Average Wages: Centers of Excellence using data from EMSI
Employment by Industry (historic and projected): Centers of Excellence using data from EMSI
Living Wages: Living Wage Calculator (livingwage.mit.edu)
Number of Firms: Centers of Excellence using data from EMSI
Occupation Information (historic and projected jobs, average hourly earnings, openings): Centers of
Excellence using data from EMSI; employer interviews
Occupations, Critical to Industries: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Industry to Occupation Matrix and
Occupational Employment Estimates for 2014; employer interviews
Occupation in Demand: Centers of Excellence Labor Market Assessment, Far North Region August 2016
and North/Greater Sacramento Region, August 2016; employer interviews
Personal Contact
NFN Sector Navigators
NFN Deputy Sector Navigators
Industry Meetings
Websites
North Far North Hospitals (job postings)
National Rural Health Association www.ruralhealthweb.org
American Public Health Association www.apha.org
Global Trade Magazine www.globaltrademag.com
Hoover’s First Research Industry Reports www.firstresearch.com
The Asia Society’s Center for Global Education www.asiasociety.org
U.S. Department of Commerce International Trade Administration www.trade.gov
Cyber Seek www.cyberseek.org
Sacramento Area CITD www.SacramentoCITD.org
Documents Reviewed
Baur, Cornelius and Wee, Dominik. McKinsey & Company. Manufacturing’s Next Act. June 2015.
Bhens, Sally; Lau, Ling; and Sarrazin, Hugo. McKinsey & Company. The New Tech Talent You Need to
Succeed in Digital. Sept 2016.
California Export Guide: Helping California Companies Go Global. 2017.
California Office of Emergency Services’ Cyber Security Task Force.
Center for Economic Development, California State University, Chico. AgWET Survey Analysis, Analyzing
the Agriculture, Water, and Environmental Technology Industry in Northern California. 2015.
Center of Excellence, Los Rios Community College District. Life Sciences & Health Services Cluster:
Workforce Needs Assessment. Dec 2015.
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Center of Excellence, Los Rios Community College District. Manufacturing Employment Far North
Region. 2014.
Centers of Excellence Los Rios Community College District, Valley Vision, and Burris Service Group.
Advanced Manufacturing Cluster: Workforce Needs Assessment, Sacramento Capital Region. Oct
2015
Centers of Excellence, Los Rios Community College District. Information and Communication Technology
Workforce Needs Assessment, Sacramento Capital Region. Feb 2016.
Centers of Excellence. Industries of the Future: Where today’s innovation will take you tomorrow.
Centers of Excellence. Information and Communication Technology Occupations, Far North. Oct 2015.
CMTC. Top 5 Manufacturing Trends of 2016.
Deloitte and The Manufacturing Institute. Boiling Point? The Skills Gap in U.S. Manufacturing; A Report
on Talent in the Manufacturing Industry. 2011
Deloitte and The Manufacturing Institute. The Skills Gap in U.S. Manufacturing 2015 and Beyond.
Geissbauer, Reinhard; Vedso, Jesper; and Schrauf, Stefan. “A Strategist’s Guide to Industry 4.0.”
strategy+business. May, 2016
Global Knowledge. IT Skills and Salary Report, A Comprehensive Study. 2016
Northern California World Trade Center. California Capital Region Export Plan.
San Diego State University Center for International Business Education & Research, Fowler College of
Business Administration
Sierra College. Sacramento Capital Region Next Economy Cluster Workforce Action Plan: Advanced
Manufacturing Cluster Forum Proceedings. Jan 13, 2016.
Valley Vision. Sacramento Capital Region Next Economy Cluster Update Workforce Action Plan. Life
Sciences and Health Services Cluster Forum Proceedings. Feb 2016.
Valley Vision. Sacramento Capital Region Next Economy Cluster Update Workforce Action Plan,
Information and Communication Technologies Cluster Forum Proceedings. March 2016.
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Attachment E: Priority Sector Occupational Outlooks
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